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Abstract 
 
Limited systematic research has investigated how conflict events shape the spatial-temporal 

variation of insurgent violence against civilians. Although previous research has investigated how 

degrees of territorial control relate to general levels of violence against civilians, it remains largely 

an open question how the dynamics within territorial control determine violence against civilians 

by insurgents. This study aims to address this gap by hypothesizing that (1) insurgents become 

more likely to commit fatal violence against civilians, and (2) kill more civilians in contested areas 

when they lose territorial control. The Armed Conflict Location and Event Dataset (ACLED) was 

used along with Peace Research Institute Oslo’s (PRIO) GRID Dataset to create a novel data frame 

of all territorially contested area-weeks on the African continent between 1997 and 2017 (n = 3035). 

Contrary to theoretical expectations, logistic regressions indicate a lower risk of insurgent violence 

against civilians in contested areas following an insurgent territorial loss than following a break-

even. Zero-inflated negative binomial regressions moreover tentatively indicate that insurgents kill 

more civilians following territorial wins in the short-term, and following territorial loss in the long-

term. These results suggest that proactive counterinsurgency campaigns are in the interest of 

civilians in civil war. 
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Chapter one 

Introduction 
 

Acts of intentional violence against civilians during civil wars are not evenly nor randomly 

distributed in time or space. Over time, conflict actors tend to show lulls of relative restraint and 

surges of civilian targeting in different locations (Wood 2014a). This is because it is an extreme 

measure to take: civilians provide essential resources and information and are therefore crucial to 

most warring parties in civil wars. Directed attacks on them may moreover reduce the willingness 

of nearby civilians to cooperate, which seemingly runs counter to the goal of winning the war (Tao 

and Thill 2017). Committing to the act should therefore require special conditions to be perceived 

as necessary and effective, and these conditions appear to be specific to certain times and places. 

 While research on the determinants of insurgent and government violence against civilians 

has become one of the most developed dimensions of conflict research in recent years, its scope 

has remained largely limited to national and organizational levels of analysis (e.g. Hultman 2007; 

Eck and Hultman, 2007; Weinstein 2007). Spatially and temporally disaggregated research on the 

determinants of violence against civilians has been relatively rare, and to the extent it has been 

conducted, its results have generally been limited to individual country cases (e.g. Ziemke 2008; 

Kalyvas and Kocher 2009; Tao and Thill 2017), or to an analysis of relatively static geographical 

determinants (e.g. Balcells 2010; Fjelde and Hultman 2014).  

 I concur with Wood (2014, 981) that “establishing linkages between conflict processes, 

battlefield events and victimization would contribute to the field’s understanding of the motives 

for rebel violence.” Supported theories in the literature on violence against civilians already have 

such a military-strategic element to them: violence against civilians is most prominently posited as 

a response to a perceived threat, whether of further opponent successes (Hultman 2007), or of 

widespread defection and loss of resources (Wood 2014a). Yet I suggest that these theories demand 

more systematic disaggregated empirical evidence and that they should moreover be connected to 

the dynamics of territorial control. Northeastern Nigeria’s Boko Haram, for instance, has regularly 

resorted to attacks on soft targets in areas it had previously controlled in the face of government 

attacks, suggesting that counterinsurgent territorial victories come with a cost (Watkins 2016). 

Hence, the research question I pose is the following: how do the dynamics in warring parties’ territorial 

control within civil war determine the timing and location of insurgent violence against civilians? Answers to this 

question may provide valuable input to military and humanitarian planners who respond to changes 

in the theater of war. 
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 Following the arguments put forward by Hultman (2007) and Wood (2014), I argue that 

insurgents are more likely to employ violence against civilians as they become weak relative to the 

government. Departing from a focus on the weakness of the overall insurgent organization, 

however, I argue that a similar mechanism should apply locally within areas where territorial control 

is actively contested. In extension of the arguments by Kalyvas (2006), I theorize that territorial 

setbacks within areas of contested control will shorten insurgents’ time horizons, leading them to 

“prioritize the short-run gains to their military campaign over the longer-run goal of encouraging 

collaboration from civilians” (Tao and Thill 2017, 1). Given this overarching logic, we should see 

both a higher risk, and a higher rate of insurgent violence against civilians in territorially contested 

areas when insurgents lose.  

 To assess these two hypotheses, I used disaggregated point event data from the Armed 

Conflict Location and Event Dataset (ACLED), covering all post-Cold War insurgencies on the 

African continent from 1997 to 2017 (Raleigh and Dowd 2015). To this data I then applied a 

revised and extended coding scheme drawn from Sauter (2017) and Tao and Thill (2017) to map 

spatial and temporal variation in conflict actors’ territorial control during civil wars, as well as 

insurgent civilian targeting. Finally, I aggregated this data onto the Peace Research Institute Oslo’s 

(PRIO) GRID dataset for the African continent on a weekly level, and made a novel subset that 

records all areas of active contestation of territorial control, employing contested grid cell-week as 

a consistent unit of analysis (n = 3035).  

 Using this data frame, I estimated a logistic regression on a dependent variable recording 

the occurrence of insurgent violence against civilians, and a zero-inflated negative binomial 

regression on a dependent variable recording the number of civilians killed by insurgents. Contrary 

to the theoretical expectations, I find no evidence of an amplified risk nor of an amplified degree 

of insurgent violence against civilians in contested areas following insurgent territorial loss. Instead, 

the results indicate a lower risk following an insurgent territorial loss than following a break-even. 

Moreover, they tentatively indicate that insurgents kill more civilians following a territorial win than 

a loss in the short-term, while in the long-term they kill more civilians following a territorial loss 

than following a territorial win. 

 The thesis proceeds as follows. In the next chapter, I provide an overview of relevant 

previous research and identify the research gap that has prompted my research question. 

Subsequently I propose a novel theoretical model in chapter three, which causally connects 

insurgents’ loss of territorial control to an amplified risk and intensity of insurgent violence against 

civilians within contested areas. In chapter four I lay out the research design, which is followed by 

a presentation of descriptive statistics and the results of the logistic and zero-inflated negative 
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binomial models in chapter five. Finally, I substantively interpret the findings, discuss the remaining 

limitations, and provide the conclusions and recommendations in chapter six. 
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Chapter two 

Literature review 
 

This chapter assembles and orders the major strands of literature that have sought to explain 

patterns of intentional violence against civilians during civil war. Overarching in this literature is 

the rationalist perspective that civilian victimization, like conventional forms of wartime violence, 

constitutes a means to a strategic end within war. At the same time, however, violence against 

civilians is perceived to be driven by factors distinct from those driving conventional forms of 

wartime violence (Wood 2016, 6).  

I first discuss the literature that finds that features of insurgent organizations facilitate or 

constrain violence against civilians. While this literature sheds light on organizations’ predisposition 

to use violence against civilians, it does not explain the phenomenon’s variation in space and time 

during civil wars. Secondly, I provide an overview of the literature that has addressed the temporal 

variation in violence against civilians during civil war, and has connected the phenomenon to 

conflict dynamics. Third, I review the relevant literature with a focus on the spatial variation of 

violence against civilians in civil war. This leads me to identify the following research gap: insurgent 

violence against civilians has not been systematically assessed on both a temporally and spatially 

disaggregated resolution, specifically in relation to the dynamics in warring parties’ territorial 

control.  

 

2.1  Non-strategic literature on violence against civilians 

 
A wide range of previous research on the use of violence against civilians has sought answers in 

the individual insurgent or the insurgent organization. In his analysis of the Greek Civil War, 

Kalyvas (2006, 58-61) finds that on a micro level, abuse of civilians is often connected to individual 

agendas of revenge, score-setting, or opportunism rather than the macro-cleavages armed conflicts 

are fought over. Authors find that such civilian abuse is associated with a lack of hierarchy or 

normative discipline within the insurgent organization (Humphreys and Weinstein 2006; Wood 

2009). Related works by Thaler (2012) and Gutierrez-Sanin and Wood (2014) indicate that restraint 

in the use of violence against civilians may be determined by (normative) ideological leadership and 
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the degree of commitment to that ideology within the armed group.1 Insurgent groups’ 

organizational capabilities may moreover erode over time as ideological or otherwise powerful 

leaders are killed, resulting in a ‘leadership deficit’ that makes individual insurgents more likely to 

target civilians (Abrahms and Potter 2015). The new-found power in their position as an armed 

insurgent amid a lack of disciplinary action against abuse may drive individuals to behaviors they 

previously may have found unacceptable. Such effects on otherwise normal individuals are evident 

from the 1971 Stanford Prison Experiment (Zimbardo 2007), in which a group of student 

volunteers were placed in a mock prison environment and randomly divided into ‘guards’ and 

‘inmates’. The guards became abusive within a week. 

Aside from organizational anarchy allowing for individual abuses, it is also argued that 

insurgent organizations select abusive individuals into their ranks. When the insurgent organization 

relies on material incentives in their recruitment, they are more likely to adversely recruit 

opportunistic people who show a higher tendency to abuse civilians (Weinstein 2005). When 

recruitment is based on strong communal ties, conversely, recruited individuals value ideological 

and social rewards more than material ones, causing lower levels of abuse (Weinstein, 2005). Cohen 

(2013) finds wartime violence against civilians to be associated with the degree to which armed 

groups recruit by abduction, arguing that the consequent lack of cohesion within such groups is 

compensated for by violence against civilians as a ‘socialization tool’. A witness from the Sierra 

Leone Civil War recounts that “someone carrying out atrocities may be hailed as a hero … so 

others may want to show they can do it [too]” (Keen 2005, 230). Note that violence against civilians 

may in these cases be purposefully directed by insurgent leadership with the aim to develop order 

within the organization. 

Other works focus on the degree to which insurgent groups are dependent on civilians for 

their resources. Weinstein (2007) for instance finds that organizations with more access to local 

funding are less likely to abuse civilians. Salehyan, Siroky, and Wood (2014) point to a contrary 

dynamic, indicating that rebel groups that receive foreign state funding have less incentives to win 

the hearts and minds of local populations and are thus more likely to abuse civilians, while noting 

that sponsorship by a foreign democratic state may constrain abuses given normative pressures. 

Hence, whether insurgents predate on civilians may be dependent on the source of the funding 

(Wood 2014b). Rebel leadership may additionally encourage raiding for their troops to meet their 

                                                
1 Some insurgent groups, depending on their normative culture and level of internal hierarchy, also echo 

international norms of states to promote their own legitimacy. This happens particularly at key turning 

points of a conflict, such as during negotiations (Mueller 2014). 
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needs, if organization supplies are limited (Keen 1998). In such cases, strong hierarchical control 

may lead to increased rather than decreased violence against civilians (Stanton 2016, 15). 

In line with the latter point, finally, are authors who argue that insurgent leaders 

intentionally order violence against civilians to create divisions in society. Snyder (2000, 32) for 

instance posits that large-scale violence can be an “almost inevitable by-product of elites’ efforts 

to persuade the people to accept divisive nationalist ideas.” These ideas may consequently reify by 

itself due to fear and mistrust, habituating violence against people designated as ‘other’ (Lake & 

Rothchild 1998), as well as by the resulting violence itself (Fearon and Laitin 2000).  

 A drawback of the above literature is that it only explains a predisposition and thus a 

relatively static risk of violence against civilians per insurgent group, but not the temporal variation 

of its use during civil war. As pointed out by Wood (2014), insurgent actors, even those that are 

considered extreme in their violent tactics, engage with relative restraint at some moments and in 

high levels of civilian victimization at others. The literature that finds strategic reasons behind 

insurgents’ use of violence against civilians has been better equipped to account for this temporal 

variation. 

 

2.2  Strategic literature on violence against civilians 

 
A strategic literature on violence against civilians posits the phenomenon as an instrumental choice 

of rebel leadership, and presumes a relationship between single conflict events or broader conflict 

patterns and the incentives driving the decision to target civilians (Wood 2014a, 981). In other 

words, the way a conflict develops affects the calculus underlying an insurgent group’s decision to 

employ violence against civilians, making the phenomenon “neither arbitrary, un-intended, nor 

distinct from the central logic of war itself” (Valentino 2014, 94). This literature finds that relative 

weakness and resulting battlefield losses on the part of insurgents generate incentives for them to 

intentionally apply violence against civilians. Losses shortens the insurgents’ time horizons: when 

conventional military tactics fail, rebels may become unable to “wait for the slow process of 

persuasion and free decision”, regarding both governments and civilians (Lilja 2009, 321). Seeing 

the odds of victory lower and the costs of continued conflict mount, insurgents may out of 

desperation be driven to the extreme measure of civilian victimization as a costly signal of resolve 

to force the government to concede and civilians to collaborate, even though this involves attacking 

citizens of one’s own country (Wood 2016). 

Hence, violence against civilians can be interpreted as a sanctioning tool towards both 

governments and civilians. Following the prior interpretation, Hultman (2007) finds that insurgent 

parties that are too weak to successfully engage the government militarily, that is, when they lose 
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fighters and fail to defeat government troops, kill more civilians. In these circumstances, rebel 

leaders may choose civilian victimization over other strategies, “because they have come to believe 

that such violence is the most effective means of overcoming resistance from the target group” 

since conventional strategies fail (Wood 2016, 7). In contrast to these results, Hagelstein (2008) 

finds that that indiscriminate violence is more likely to take place when government and rebel 

parties are equally strong. Incentives to use violence against civilians as a bargaining tool to force 

government concessions have been found to be amplified in democratic regimes where re-election 

pressures political leaders to be more sensitive to the security of their constituents (Pape 2005; 

Hultman 2012; Stanton 2013).2 

 Insurgents also bargain with civilians. When insurgent groups face a highly unequal balance 

of capabilities, they may view violence as “an inexpensive alternative to supplying positive 

incentives” to gain cooperation from civilians (Wood 2010, 604), or at least withholding that 

support from their enemy (Valentino, 2014). Wood (2014, 979) finds that acute resource demands 

that result from losses on the battlefield incentivize insurgent predation in the period immediately 

following the losses, depending on the extent of their remaining territorial control and the external 

support insurgent groups receive. In a study using event-data from Nepal, moreover, Eck (2014) 

found insurgents were more likely to abduct civilians for indoctrination and recruitment in the 

immediate aftermath of losses on the battlefield. Finally, parties that are perceived to be losing may 

face civilians defecting or otherwise opting to support for the other party: “ideological appeals, 

promises of future benefits, and improved behaviors [may come to] carry little weight among 

civilians” once insurgents are losing (Wood 2014a, 996). Ziemke (2008, 14) finds for the case of 

Angola that “a loss of [territorial] control increases a political actor’s willingness to target civilians 

indiscriminately to instill fear sufficient to prevent mass civilian defection.”  

 

2.3  Spatial literature on violence against civilians 

 
A third strand in the literature addresses the spatial distribution of violence against civilians, which 

is not uniform. A fundamental premise is that “civil wars are fundamentally fought over territory 

and the loyalty of civilian populations residing on territory” (Quinn 2015, 537). Thus, the spatial 

distribution of violence against civilians is suggested to be a function of the degree of territorial 

control held by warring parties (Kalyvas 2006; Lyall 2009; Balcells 2010). In areas where insurgents 

possess complete control, they are “stationary bandits” that can incentivize cooperation from local 

                                                
2 Thomas (2014), for example, finds that rebels that more frequently resort to terrorism are more likely to 

be included in negotiations with the government and are more likely to receive concessions.  
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civilians using other methods than wide-spread violence (Olson 1993).3 In these areas insurgents 

are additionally better able to collect intelligence on individuals who defect, and selectively target 

those who do (Kalyvas and Kocher 2009). Bhavnani, Miodownik, and Choi (2011) find that this 

may only apply to weaker parties in armed conflict, however: while the selective violence 

perpetrated by the Palestinian Hamas and Fatah is consistent with the above prediction, Israel has 

instead mostly applied selective violence in areas largely controlled by Hamas and Fatah, and not 

elsewhere. 

By contrast, insurgents are expected to be more likely to indiscriminately target civilians in 

areas of overlapping or fragmented control, particularly in those contested areas where one party 

is a dominating force (Wickham-Crowley 1990; Kalyvas 2006). There, information on specific 

civilian subjects is limited, while given the proximity of a dominating party, both the incentive and 

opportunity for civilians to defect is greater. Quinn (2015) finds an association between the 

absolute size and the degree of spatial dispersion of contested territory with levels of insurgent 

violence against civilians. Magaloni et al. (2011) corroborate the prediction on a local level, finding 

the same pattern among drug trafficking organizations in Mexico: in municipalities where drug 

organizations actively contest over territorial control, there is more predatory behavior of these 

organizations on the local community, while in uncontested municipalities, the organizations tend 

to provide services to the local community. Metelits (2010) and Raleigh (2012) find higher levels 

of insurgent violence against civilians where multiple (violent) groups compete for local resources 

or supremacy. Relying on survey data from Sierra Leone, Humphreys and Weinstein (2006, 430) 

by contrast find no evidence that abusiveness is “a function of the degree of territorial control and 

contestation in a particular geographic zone” when the organizational characteristics of the warring 

parties are controlled for.  

 Aside from mechanisms involving warring parties’ degree of territorial control, Zhukov 

(2016) argues that violence against civilians is a function of the quality of infrastructure. That is, 

“as the costs of obtaining external resources rise – due to poor infrastructure or sabotage – violence 

against civilians should decline.” Hence, violence against civilians tends to be located near main 

roads where it is logistically feasible. Schutte (2015) and Koren (2017) find that capital cities are a 

spatial predictor of insurgent violence against civilians their symbolic and political importance. 

These findings run counter to the expectation that violence against civilians tends to takes place in 

contested peripheral territories where government strength and control is comparatively low. 

                                                
3 Note that this is not deterministic. Brown (2018) highlights, for instance, that Boko Haram “stands out in 

its predatory behavior and failure to deliver the most rudimentary public services to the communities it 

controls.” 
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Raleigh and Hegre (2009) qualify these findings, however, finding a moderate difference in the risk 

of conflict events between areas located close to or far away from a capital alone. Rather, they find 

that conflict events in general are found to cluster around population concentrations that are distant 

from the country capital.  

Regarding the ethno-demographic make-up of locations, finally, Lilja and Hultman (2011) 

find that the Liberation Tigers of Tamil Eelam (LTTE) used violence against Tamil civilians in 

areas that were more ethnically heterogeneous or ethnically mixed, while Fjelde and Hultman 

(2014) find armed actors are more likely to kill civilians in areas dominated by the adversary’s ethno-

linguistic constituency. Balcells and Steele (2016) similarly find for both the conventional civil war 

in Spain and the irregular civil war of Colombia, that locations where populations were politically 

sympathetic to rivals, were more prone to violent displacement. Insurgents may specifically target 

civilians presumed to be supportive of a rival party in contested areas, in order to displace them 

and improve the odds of gaining control over it. Dulić and Hall (2014, 28) by contrast find for the 

case of Bosnia-Herzegovina between 1992 and 1995 that “Serbs did not intend to annihilate or 

forcibly assimilate Bosniaks and Croats, and largely avoided attacking areas they could not 

legitimately claim after the war ended.” Regarding the civilians that are supportive of the insurgents’ 

cause, Ottman (2017) finds that higher degrees of polarization and fractionalization within 

insurgent groups’ constituencies predict higher levels of their use of violence against civilians. 

 

2.4 The research gap 

 
Both the qualitative and quantitative literature has effectively explained parts of the variation in the 

use of violence against civilians between insurgent groups, as well as in time and space. However, 

while the strategic literature laid out above has investigated insurgent violence against civilians as 

endogenous to the developments in the theater of war, these patterns of violence have apart from 

individual case studies not been systematically assessed on a spatially and temporally disaggregated 

level. Causal inferences that have previously been made using national-level data may suffer from 

an ecological fallacy: that is, such studies are unable to ensure the geographical proximity and 

temporal order between battlefield losses and insurgents’ violence against civilians, and thus may 

have identified a correlation where one does not exist (De Juan 2012). The spatial literature on 

insurgent violence against civilians and particularly the literature related to territorial control, 

moreover, has except for Ziemke’s (2008) analysis of the Angolan Civil War disregarded the 

dynamics of shifts in warring parties’ territorial control, even though it is generally accepted that 

strategies of violence are affected by battle events. With this thesis, I aim to merge the strategic and 
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spatial literatures by systematically investigating whether there is a generalizable relationship 

between insurgents’ violence against civilians and their territorial losses, across civil wars.  
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Chapter three 

Theoretical model 
 
This chapter develops a theoretical framework that predicts greater degrees of insurgent violence 

against civilians in areas of contested territorial control when insurgents lose territory. First, I define 

the concepts used in the framework. Second, I explain why civilians are at risk of being targeted in 

contested areas in general given Kalyvas’s (2006) control-collaboration model. Following that, I 

propose to extend the model to include the dynamics in territorial control, and provide two 

plausible causal mechanisms that connect insurgent territorial loss in contested areas to an 

amplified risk of insurgent violence against civilians.  

 

3.1 Conceptual definitions 

 
To describe the theoretical framework and causal story with clarity, it is first necessary to define 

the key concepts involved. First, civilians are non-combatants that are not formally and actively part 

of any warring party’s organization, though they may support them. In this study, insurgents are 

defined as organizations of rebel forces, political militia, or ethnic militia that violently compete 

with a state government to pursue the political goal of control over territory, resources, 

government, or a combination of these. Civil war is broadly defined to include any interaction 

between a government and a formal insurgent organization that leads to fatalities of combatants 

and non-combatants within a year. Note that this therefore excludes violence between insurgent 

groups. Though inter-rebel competition may produce insurgent violence against civilians by a 

mechanism like the one that will be suggested here, I delimit the analysis to one type of dyadic 

interaction on the assumption that it has its own data-generating process. I also disregard a battle-

related death threshold for the inclusion of conflict events commonly used in other studies.4 This 

implies that I have included any insurgent party that has been involved in at least one relevant battle 

event within the timeframe of the data. Violence against civilians in this study is strictly defined in the 

physical sense, referring to any act of intentional bodily harm done to civilians that leads to a fatal 

outcome. This includes both discriminate and indiscriminate civilian targeting. While relevant, non-

                                                
4 The Uppsala Conflict Data Program (UCDP) for instance requires a dyad to produce a total of 25 battle-

related deaths in a year, for it to be included as a formal armed conflict between two parties (Sundberg and 

Melander 2013).  
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fatal physical harm and psychological harm to civilians, as well as indirect civilian casualties (e.g. 

due to conflict-induced famine) are excluded from this study for practical reasons explained in 

chapter four. An insurgent territorial loss, finally, occurs when a fatal or non-fatal interaction between 

a government and insurgent party leads to the government regaining territory that was previously 

held by the insurgent party.  

 

3.2  The vulnerability of civilians in areas of contested control 

 
Civil wars tend not to have clear frontlines. That is, most of them show an irregular patchwork of 

areas under complete as well as fragmented, contested territorial control (Balcells 2010; Kalyvas 

2018). I argue that there are three primary reasons to suggest civilians are especially vulnerable to 

being targeted within the latter areas. Underlying these reasons is that both government and 

insurgent forces are ultimately dependent on local civilian populations, as they provide intelligence, 

funding, and manpower to their daily operations. Hence, civil war is effectively a game of gaining 

more civilian collaboration than the opponent:  

 

Armed groups must maximize the support they receive from [the] population and minimize 

the support that rival groups receive from the same population—put otherwise, they must 

minimize defection. To achieve this goal, armed groups deploy a variety of instruments, 

ranging from political persuasion and the provision of public and private goods, all the way 

to coercion (Kalyvas 2012, 660).  

 

 A first reason why civilians are more vulnerable in contested areas than areas under 

complete control, is that the degree of control determines the incentives that can be provided to 

motivate collaboration. That is, insurgents often effectively act as ‘stationary bandits’ in areas under 

their full control; tyrants who have monopolized and rationalized theft in the form of taxes with 

an interest to maintain peaceful order (Olson 1993): 

 

By protecting individuals from other warring parties, by giving rise to a socialization process, 

by rendering threats of punishment credible, and by facilitating monitoring and the collection 

of information, uncontested sovereignty reduces the need to resort to coercion and abuse 

(Humphreys and Weinstein 2006, 432).  

 

Bargaining with civilians for support should therefore be relatively non-fatal in areas under 

complete insurgent control, although civilians will be selectively targeted by insurgents if their 
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behavior is deemed defective (Kalyvas 2006). Very much like law enforcement, such highly 

selective violence keeps civilians in check (Kalyvas 2012). By contrast, this option does not exist in 

areas where control is contested. These areas are effectively under anarchy: there are no established 

systems of governance that could apply selective incentives or sanctions to the local population. 

Consequently, insurgents should be more like Olson’s (1993) ‘roving bandits’ there: they are less 

likely to be able to provide selective incentives to the local populations to garner their support, and 

are instead more likely to turn to violence to coercively gain information and other resources from 

the local civilian population.    

A second reason why civilians are more vulnerable to being killed by insurgents in contested 

areas, is that the expected value of their restraint is lower given the pressure of military competition. 

In areas that are under their complete control, the time horizon of insurgents’ is set to long-term: 

the goal is to sustain popular support. In that case, exercising restraint in the use of violence against 

civilians is expected to pay off over the longer term (Humphreys and Weinstein 2006). In contested 

areas, however, their time horizon is shortened. Gaining or defending ground in the short term 

amid military operations is primary, while retaining ‘popular’ civilian support may be subordinate 

to that goal. Gaining resources from the local population by terrorizing them might then become 

the preferred tactic.5 As Humphreys and Weinstein (2006, 432) argue, direct competition over 

resources among armed groups “limits rather than enhances the scope for cooperative agreements 

with civilians.” In fact, contestation may spark an outbidding of violence: “when two forces are 

contending for the loyalty of, and control over, the civilian population, the side which uses violent 

reprisals most aggressively will dominate most of the people, even though their sympathies may lie 

in the other direction” (Lindsay 1962 as cited in Kalyvas 2006, 231).  

A third factor that drives the vulnerability of civilians in contested areas is the reduced level 

of trust insurgents have in the local civilian population. That is, given the proximity of the enemy 

and the lack of information that insurgents have on the local civilians, insurgents will perceive 

civilians as less trustworthy and will more easily profile them indiscriminately as defectors. While 

civilian defection may in fact be especially low in areas where territorial control is shared since 

civilians will fear the risk of collaborating at all given the proximity of the other party (Kalyvas 

                                                
5 It may appear like this would destroy any potential future popular support. However, popular support may 

not be strictly necessary for civilian collaboration and the establishment of order. Additionally, I argue that 

at least a degree of popular support may return in time once order and associated public services are restored 

in a previously contested area. 
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2006),6 wherever control is contested, “indifference, vacillation, fence-sitting and any instance of 

nonconformity are all regarded as tantamount to hostility and betrayal” (Guha 1999 as cited in 

Kalyvas 2006, 233). In other words, there is a lower threshold of punishment in contested areas, 

causing higher levels of violence against civilians. 

It is important to note here that the agency of civilians in contested areas is guided more 

by the logic of survival than preference (Kalyvas 2006; Kalyvas and Kocher 2007). Given that 

dynamic, markers such as ethnicity may come to matter less within highly contested zones, both in 

terms of who defects, and who insurgents kill. Hence, the model disregards “whose” civilians are 

killed, instead assuming civilians as effectively neutral actors. Insurgents may however collectively 

target civilians in contested areas they know or perceive to be supportive of the government, as 

their displacement will facilitate the establishment of control in the area.  

The three above mechanisms give an expectation as to where insurgent violence against 

civilians should be more likely to occur. Civilians become a potential target of indiscriminate fatal 

violence in contested areas. However, they do not provide insight into when it is expected to happen 

within contested areas. We should expect the risk and the degree of civilian victimization in these 

areas to be amplified as a function of how an armed conflict develops. As Wood (2010, 981) points 

out, “to the extent that the outcomes of conflict events shape factors such as control, resources, 

and support, they should also influence rebel violence strategies”. In the following, I turn to this 

temporal dimension of violence against civilians in contested areas. 

 

3.3  Costly signaling on a micro-level 

 
I propose to extend the model to include two mechanisms covered by the strategic literature on 

violence against civilians, which I argue should not only apply to the insurgent group but also to 

insurgent groups on a local level. Territorial loss should trigger insurgents to use violence against 

civilians as a costly signal to force the government to concede and civilians to collaborate, enabled 

by the three conditions in contested areas discussed above. 

A first mechanism is based in the strategic interaction between insurgents and the 

government they are fighting. The first condition of this mechanism is that the military shock of 

territorial loss should shorten the time horizon of insurgent decision-making on a local level, 

leading them to further discount the future support of civilians. As a consequence, civilians become 

expendable: the costs of government consolidation in an area, such as the loss of a staging area as 

                                                
6 Quinn (2015, 541) however notes that “parity [of static territorial control] should be both temporary and 

far less frequent than situations where one side or the other has some advantage.” 
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well as the loss of resources, may be of greater military-strategic significance than the loss of local 

civilians’ popular support (Tao and Thill 2017). Secondly, per the arguments of Hultman (2007), 

the battlefield is a forum where the insurgents’ relative capabilities are revealed: wins and losses in 

battle events provide information about relative strength and the probability of further wins on the 

battlefield. In turn, this determines what the government will settle for in their bargaining with the 

insurgent party, while they also take into account the costs of any further fighting (see Öberg 2002). 

If conventional tactics fail for the insurgents, they may calculate that killing civilians inside the 

contested area improves their local bargaining position, given that it increases the cost of further 

government advances.7 This implies both a political and military cost. A political cost because it 

shows the government is unable to provide for the security of its citizens, and a military cost 

because the resulting state of fear “makes social control and military efficiency more difficult for 

the government” (Hultman 2007, 206).8  

Given the above two elements, I argue that insurgents fatally target civilians in locations 

that are proximate in time and space to previous losses. That is, in an effort to recover their local 

strategic position vis-à-vis the government and halt further government advances, insurgents may 

fatally target civilians to signal to the government that such continued advances are costly. I depict 

this causal mechanism in chain one of figure one below. 

 A second mechanism is based in the bargaining interaction between rebels and civilians, 

which in this case refers to bargaining for the latter’s collaboration. Per the arguments of Wood 

(2014), the loss of territorial control is expected to acutely reduce both the insurgent’s available and 

potential resources. Potential resources are reduced because a local population is less likely to side 

with and provide resources to an insurgent party which is perceived to be losing. Instead, people 

will be more likely to the defect to the side of government that is winning. As noted, civilians have 

a degree of agency regarding the side to an armed conflict they decide to support, even in zones 

where control is contested. That calculus is likely to be led by a calculation of physical safety, and 

that security is usually found on the winning side. The shock of loss may therefore increase the 

level of distrust in civilians in contested areas described in the previous paragraph, and increase the 

incentive for insurgents to (pre-emptively) use coercive violence against civilians to enforce 

                                                
7 While civilians may also be targeted elsewhere, I suggest that it makes sense for insurgents to want to send 

a signal close to where active fighting takes place.  
8 At the same time, however, it is argued that the displacement of large parts of the civilian population due 

to terror may reduce the fighting efficiency of insurgents, as it becomes harder to hide among them (Azam 

2002).  
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collaboration, recover lost resources, and regain their previous strategic position.9 This mechanism 

is depicted in the second chain in figure one. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. Causal mechanisms 

 

 One important caveat to the above theoretical model is that it might be impossible for 

insurgents to stage attacks against civilians in contested areas if they have been fully forced out. 

While this is a valid critique, this is a methodological rather than a theoretical problem. Even for 

those areas where insurgents are fully driven out within the time frame of a week, insurgents may 

have reactively targeted civilians during that week. Moreover, I argue that civilians will particularly 

be killed at the relocating frontlines within these areas. It is therefore a methodological challenge 

to capture the temporal and spatial proximity of that reaction within one spatial unit, but I am 

confident that the research design described in the following chapter can sufficiently capture the 

behavior even for the cases where all control is lost. 

 Taking the two causal mechanisms together,10 I argue that the risk of any individual act of 

insurgent violence against civilians in a contested area should be amplified following an insurgent 

territorial loss.  

 

H1: Insurgents are more likely to kill civilians in territorially contested areas when they lose territory. 

 

                                                
9 Again, this might involve insurgents killing people of their own ethnicity, although civilians may generally 

find more safety in siding with the party of their own ethnicity. 
10 Note that I assume both mechanisms can apply. I do not test which mechanism is more correct; they are 

observationally equivalent in this study as the empirics supporting either mechanism are identical. 
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Moreover, if insurgents indeed use civilian killings as a signal to both the government and civilians 

in reaction to territorial loss, we should see them kill greater numbers of civilians than when they 

do not lose.  

 

H2: Insurgents kill more civilians in territorially contested areas when they lose territory. 
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Chapter four 

Research design 
 
This chapter describes the decisions I made in the operationalization of the data for this study, and 

what limitations are associated with them. I first cover the coding and aggregation procedures that 

I applied to the ACLED dataset in order to create the unit of analysis. Following that, I introduce 

the operationalization of the dependent and independent variables in paragraph two, as well as the 

control variables I deem theoretically relevant in paragraph three. I finally summarize the dataset 

and introduce the statistical methodology in paragraph four and five. 

 

4.1 Spatial-temporal scope and unit of analysis 

 
The unit of interest in this study is where and when a government and an insurgent force violently 

contest over territorial control. Effectively, these areas are the frontlines within civil war where 

both parties have some degree of control and compete over that control. To identify these 

contested areas over time, I used georeferenced event data ranging from 1997 to 2017 provided by 

ACLED, and overlaid that event data on the African continental land mass divided in grid cells in 

the PRIO GRID dataset (Raleigh and Dowd 2015; Tollefsen, Strand, and Buhaug 2012). I then 

specifically tailored and applied a two-step coding scheme to the event data in such a way that we 

can infer that: (1) territorial control over a grid cell was shared during a week, and (2) there was 

active contestation over that territorial control during a week. 

With regard to the scope of this data, I selected the African continent given its 

comparatively high number of irregular civil wars that are characterized by fragmented territorial 

control and high levels of violence against civilians. I decided on grid cells instead of administrative 

areas, moreover, to ensure a constant unit of analysis in space and time that is independent of the 

political borders of nation states. This is in accordance with the fact that insurgencies are not bound 

by political borders. Finally, I decided to create a dataset of cell-weeks based on the logic that if 

violence against civilians is a reaction to territorial loss, it should happen soon after and at least 

within a month. In the following, I lay out the details of two coding procedures I applied to create 

the dataset. 
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4.1.1 Coding event-specific territorial control 

 
Observations in ACLED are georeferenced point event data, meaning that they come with the 

most exact known location of the specific event. Additionally, ACLED uniquely codes for any 

known changes in territorial control or territorial developments otherwise associated with an event. 

This provides information about control before and after an event, making it possible to create a 

rough but functional point map of territorial control in specific locations. 

As a first step, I created an improved coding scheme adapted from Sauter (2017) and Tao 

& Thill (2017) provided in table one to assign control categories to each of the listed event types 

in ACLED, depending on the initiating actor. Side A refers to actor category ‘government’, while  

 

Table 1. Coding scheme for territorial control per event location 

 
 

Category ACLED event type Initiating actor 
Side A Complete Control Headquarters or base established 

Strategic development 
Government 

Side A Incomplete Control Battle-Government regains territory 
Non-violent transfer of territory 

(Battle) 
Government or 
Rebel 
force/Political or 
ethnic militia 
(Transfer) 
Government 

Side B Complete Control Headquarters or base established 
Strategic development 

Rebel 
force/Political or 
ethnic militia 

Side B Incomplete Control Battle-Non-state actor overtakes territory 
Non-violent transfer of territory 
 

(Battle) 
Government or 
Rebel 
force/Political or 
ethnic militia 
(Transfer) Rebel 
force/Political or 
ethnic militia 

Government Area of 
Interest 

Battle-No change of territory Government 

Rebel Area of Interest Battle-No change of territory Rebel 
force/Political or 
ethnic militia 
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Side B refers to either of the three categories ‘Rebel forces’, ‘Political militia’, and ‘Ethnic militia’. 

Note that only the initial territorial acquisitions and re-acquisitions are coded for by ACLED. 

Forces may fight many times over a location after insurgents or a government take control of it 

(Raleigh and Dowd 2015).11  

 A specific location is assumed to be under complete control of Side A after an event, if the 

government can establish a headquarters or base, and if it can perform a ‘strategic development’ 

there. The ‘strategic development’ event type “records activity by rebel groups, militia or 

governments that does not involve active fighting but is within the context of the war or dispute, 

for example recruitment drives” (Raleigh and Dowd 2015, 9). I assume the actor holds a sufficient 

degree of control over the given location, if it can initiate a strategic development.  

By contrast, a location is coded as under incomplete control of Side A, if a battle is initiated 

either by the government or rebel/militia forces and the government regains control. In such cases, 

rebels or militia presumably held an area before the event, which was restored by the government 

after. An event is also coded as an indication of incomplete control when territory previously held 

by insurgents is non-violently transferred back to the government.  

I then applied the same logic to Side B. Finally, I coded locations where there have been 

battles but no changes in territory as ‘Areas of interest’ per Tao and Thill (2017). In contrast to 

Tao and Thill (2017), I argue that these events are another indication of incomplete control rather 

than a unique category. The difference with the ‘Incomplete Control’ category is that the ACLED 

category of ‘Battle-No change of territory’ does not provide any information about who controlled 

the area prior and after the event. These can be battles initiated by either Side A or Side B in rebel- 

or government-controlled territory (Raleigh and Dowd 2015, 8). With ACLED’s point event data 

assigned to the categories, I proceeded to the second coding procedure of aggregating the event 

data into my spatial-temporal unit of analysis. 

 

4.1.2 Aggregation into a spatial-temporal data frame 

 
While it makes sense for violent events to be point- and time-specific, territorial control of course 

is not. A second step is therefore to transform the event data and territorial control categories into 

a spatial-temporal data frame. One innovative way that this has been done before is to apply GIS 

methods and plot service areas around a point that are based on traveling time given surrounding 

geographies, for instance assuming that territorial control will surround a point with an 

                                                
11 This type of continued fighting without significant changes in territorial control I captured with the 

category ’Government Area of Interest’ and ’Rebel Area of Interest’ described below. 
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approximate travel time of one hour (Tao & Thill 2017). To reduce the computational load 

associated with this technique and to keep a consistent spatial unit of analysis, I decided to use 

PRIO’s GRID dataset instead. This is a geographical frame made up of cells sized by 0.5 degrees 

in latitude and longitude, rasterizing the land mass of Earth (Tollefsen, Strand & Buhaug 2012).  

By using this frame, I assume that information over the control over one exact location can 

be inferred onto a larger area of approximately 55 kilometers squared. 12  Using the event categories 

assigned with table one, I aggregated the sum of all control events for each week since 1997 until 

the last week of 2017 (ti), and merged this on the African grid cells by coordinates. Each cell-week 

was then coded as under full Side A Control, Side B Control, or Contested Control per table two. 

 

Table 2. Coding scheme for territorial control at ti 

Cell-week Operation on weekly count 

Side A Control IF (Side A Complete Control > 0 AND 
(Side A Incomplete Control == 0 AND 
Side B Complete Control == 0 AND Side 
B Incomplete Control == 0)) 

Side B Control IF (Side B Complete Control > 0 AND 
(Side B Incomplete Control == 0 AND 
Side A Complete Control == 0 AND Side 
A Incomplete Control == 0)) 

Contested Control IF (Side A Incomplete Control > 0 OR 
Side B Incomplete Control > 0) OR (Side 
A Complete Control > 0 AND Side B 
Complete Control > 0) OR (Government 
Area of Interest > 0 AND Rebel Area of 
Interest > 0) 

 
 
If the sum for a cell-week only shows complete control events for one side, it is under complete 

control for that side during that week and any subsequent weeks that show no events or the same 

events (‘Side A Control’ and ‘Side B Control’).13 Any cell-week with shifts in territorial control, split 

                                                
12 There is a slight difference depending on the distance from the equator, due to the curvature in the 

WGS84 projection.  
13 Not reported in the table is that I coded any cell-week following a contested week that leads to a Side A 

or Side B victory (more territorial wins than losses), as under complete control of the winning party for all 

subsequent weeks if no events occur in those weeks to suggest the contrary. While the full dataset 
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territorial control, or battles initiated by both parties14 I coded as ‘Contested Control’. Finally, I 

subset this data for the cell-weeks of contested control only, resulting in 3035 observations. 

 

4.1.3 Limitations 

 
There are several relevant concerns regarding the data quality as well as the operations applied 

above which may impact the validity of this study. Concerning ACLED, Eck (2012, 126) points 

out that errors in its geocoding may affect the conceptual validity of studies using the data, and 

lead to biased results if left unchecked. All events in ACLED come with a precise geolocation, 

even if the source of the event does not indicate one. This leads to urban bias in the data. For 

instance, when only a province is provided in an event report, ACLED codes the event on the 

provincial capital. When an event happens in a rural area some distance away from a town or city, 

moreover, that event is coded exactly on that town or city.15 I argue however that events indicating 

relevant shifts in territorial control will tend to occur in urban areas, since towns or cities are bases 

of control (see Hammond 2018). Hence, for this study the urban bias in ACLED should not be a 

predominant problem.  

More problematic is the general high error rate in ACLED’s geolocations. Differences from 

the actual battle locations may be due to the lack of precision in news reporting, for instance when 

only a province is reported. In other cases the coder is at fault. Eck (2012) provides an example 

where two villages with the same name in Burundi were confused, leading the event to be coded 

on the incorrect village 150 kilometers away from the actual event location. ACLED appears to 

have lacked (consistent) data-cleaning procedures to weed out such errors in the data. Though 

small distances from the actual location will be partly corrected for by the larger frame of a PRIO 

GRID cell, it is possible I have assigned changes in territorial control to incorrect cell-week units 

– particularly in cases where the exact event location is located near a cell’s borders. 

Thirdly, there is concern regarding reporting bias. Media outlets choose to report on certain 

events, but omit others due to both the supply of reporting and the demand for certain types of 

reporting (Weidmann 2016, 207). One dimension of that is visibility. In my coding for territorial 

control, I depend on both violent and non-violent events. Reporting bias is less likely to affect 

                                                
covering all of Africa’s cell-weeks is not used in the present analysis, it is available from the author upon 

request. 
14 As such, I have aimed to exclude areas with only hit-and-run type of attacks as much as possible. 
15 It deserves note that ACLED provides a special geoprecision code for these instances. Hence, it would 

have been possible to exclude these events from the data.  
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events with high casualty rates: it is more visible (Weidmann 2016, 217). By contrast, clandestine 

or otherwise less ‘newsworthy’ non-violent events are reported less even though they are a large 

part of any armed conflict. Thus, ACLED’s non-violent transfers of territory are for instance likely 

to occur more often than they occur in the data. Secondly, reporting bias tends to be urban; 

Davenport and Ball (2002) for instance identify newspapers as underreporting rural violence, 

though this may be partly may be mediated by the fact that ACLED is built on not just local, 

national, or international news sources, but also case-specific reporting by NGOs and other 

organizations (Raleigh and Dowd 2015). As I noted earlier, I am also not too concerned about 

urban bias. Finally, we may expect countries with higher levels of press freedom to report more on 

violent events (Weidmann 2016; Drakos and Gofas 2006).   

Finally, a concern regarding my dataset is that I assume that interactions in a cell are between 

parties within a single dyad. That means that given this research design, any information regarding 

insurgent territorial loss and insurgent violence against civilians pertains to one and the same actor 

in an area. Yet for some civil wars, multiple armed groups with differing incompatibilities may vie 

for territory within the space of a PRIO GRID cell. This means that in some areas, the observed 

insurgent violence against civilians may be a function of inter-rebel contestation, rather than 

government-rebel contestation over territory. Though I select for areas of the latter type of 

contestation only, inter-rebel contestation may co-occur and augment the risk of insurgent violence 

against civilians. In a total of 581 cell-weeks in the dataset (19%), two or more insurgent parties 

were active. I therefore decided to add a control variable for the number of actors actively present 

in a cell-week, the details of which I discuss in section 4.3. 

 

4.2 Operationalizing the main variables  

 
4.2.1 Dependent variable: insurgent violence against civilians 

 
To add the dependent variable to the cell-week data frame, I first assigned all of ACLED’s fatal 

violence against civilians events perpetrated by either rebel or militia forces to their respective 

PRIO GRID cells, using event coordinates. I then calculated the weekly count of fatalities per cell 

to create the dependent variable for hypothesis two, and recorded a binary dummy for the weekly 

occurrence of fatal insurgent violence against civilians for hypothesis one. Following that, I selected 

the values for the weeks after the week of my independent variable to ensure the temporal order 

between it and the dependent variable. For alternative specifications, finally, I also created the two 

dependent variables covering events of fatal insurgent violence against civilians over a two-week 

and a four-week period after the independent variable.  
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Note that ACLED also codes for physically harming acts that may not lead to casualties, 

such as kidnappings or sexual violence, as well as noncombatant targeting that had a clear intent to 

kill but did not (e.g. bombings and shootings) (Raleigh and Dowd 2015). Although non-fatal 

noncombatant targeting is theoretically meaningful, concerns about the quality of the data 

discouraged me from using the whole range of ACLED’s events indicating violence against 

civilians. As highlighted by Eck (2012), the coding rules regarding non-fatal violence against 

civilians have been loose at times, leading to some concern regarding conceptual validity.16 Though 

these events cannot be divorced from the broader context of armed conflict, it is harder to include 

them as a strategic act within armed conflict. Moreover, De Juan (2012, 20) notes that “subsuming 

various types of violence into a single intensity variable may obscure the divergent effects of these 

different kinds of violence.” Selecting only those events that lead to a fatal outcome moreover 

provides greater confidence that the event is indeed part of armed conflict (Eck 2012). Finally, it 

is worthwhile to note the uncertainty in the casualty numbers from situations of civil war: because 

a civil war is a bilateral interaction, these numbers are politicized both during and after civil war 

(Kalyvas 2018). General patterns of violence should nonetheless remain observable in the data. 

 

4.2.2 Independent variable: insurgent territorial loss 

 
To add the independent variable of weekly insurgent territorial loss in contested areas, I again used 

ACLED’s event variable to tally the sum of territorial changes per side, per cell-week. One 

operationalization of rebel territorial loss could be to use the absolute number of losses in an area. 

The magnitude of ground lost may be associated with the decision of insurgents to use violence in 

or around these parts, irrespective of territorial gains elsewhere. However, ACLED does not 

provide any information as to the size of territorial shifts. The alternative of using an event count 

to measure magnitude would therefore lack validity. 

Instead, I decided on a more strategic operationalization that allows me to compare 

territorial control dynamics over cell weeks. That is, I defined territorial dynamics as a relative 

assessment from the perspective of insurgents with three possible outcomes per week: losing more 

than the government, winning more than the government, or breaking even with the government. 

To account for these three outcomes, I created a categorical variable from the loss count per side. 

That is, if insurgents lost more than the government in a cell-week, that cell is coded on ‘insurgent 

loss’ (1) and vice versa on ‘insurgent win’ (2) if the insurgents won more. If the loss count is equal 

for both sides, the cell-week receives the category ‘break-even’ (3). Figure two below shows that 

                                                
16 Eck provides an example of killed livestock having been coded as such. 
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there have been several hundred more cell-weeks of contested territory where insurgents lost, than 

where governments lost. Break-evens have occurred least often, with 576 observations in the data.  

 

 
Figure 2. Frequencies per territorial dynamic 
 
 

4.3 Control variables 

 
The aim of controlling for confounders is to attempt to ameliorate omitted variable bias caused by 

missing variables that correlate both with one or more of the specified independent variables, and 

the dependent variable. This would lead me to incorrectly attribute the independent effect of 

omitted variable(s), to one or more of the included independent variable estimates (Clarke 2005). 

Therefore, one precondition for the inclusion of a control variable is that it must be logically 

connected to both the independent and dependent variable. Secondly, one should avoid the 

temptation of bloating the model specification with control variables, even if they are meaningful. 

While the logic of omitted variable bias relates to the estimation of a coefficient between one 

independent variable and one dependent variable, this tells us nothing about the broader effect that 

the inclusion of a set of control variables has. The inclusion of a set of variables, even if they are 

relevant, does not necessarily improve the accuracy of the regression results (Clarke 2005, 14). For 

instance, even a small degree of nonlinearity (Achen 2005) or measurement error (Griliches 1977) 

in control variables can have a problematic effect. Hence, I selected only those variables I think are 

most relevant. Data availability has also limited the set of control variables I can include, however. 

In an ideal situation, I would have added group-level characteristics such as troop size to the 
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specification. Yet at this point, this data is not available at a temporally or spatially disaggregated 

level. Hence I have not fully accounted for possible omitted variable bias. 

 

4.3.1 Intensity of armed conflict  

 
High intensity of armed conflict in an area should increase the likelihood of shifts in territorial 

control. More technically in relation to data collection, higher armed conflict intensity will mean 

that more violent events are recorded in general, and hence also events that say something about 

territorial control. On the side of the dependent variable, it also follows that civilians are more 

likely to be targeted. Eck and Hultman (2007) confirm that intentional violence against civilians 

generally increases with the intensity of armed conflict. As a measurement of armed conflict 

intensity, I use a logged sum count of fatalities caused by all event types in ACLED except violence 

against civilians over the cell-week preceding the independent variable. Note that this measure is 

imperfect as the sum count does not say anything about the duration of that intensity: high levels 

of fatalities in a prior week can be caused by very few select or even single events. 

 

4.3.2 Number of conflict parties 

 
If there are more insurgent parties holding control in a contested area, this should increase the 

likelihood of insurgent territorial losses to occur, as well as for any of the insurgent parties to 

commit violence against civilians in a week. Moreover, as described in paragraph 4.1.3, I have 

collapsed all parties into one assumed dyad given the unit of analysis, even though insurgents might 

fight each other in addition to the government. Implementing a control variable for the number of 

insurgent parties present in a cell-week corrects for those units where there were multiple actors at 

the same time. To create this variable, I used a sum count of all unique actor names present in a 

contested cell-week. Since there is one government actor, any additional unit in this variable implies 

the presence of another insurgent group.  

 

4.3.3 Government killings of civilians 

 
Government attacks on civilians may affect the outcomes of battle events (Hultman 2007). That 

is, they may drive insurgents to move out of an area as the displacement of civilians reduces their 

ability to hide among them. Conversely government targeting of civilians may also be an indication 

of government weakness in an area, and may therefore relate to insurgent territorial wins. On the 

side of the dependent variable of insurgent violence against civilians, Hultman (2007, 211) argues 
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that “targeting civilians to raise the costs for fighting might be an inefficient strategy if the 

government is also attacking the population.” The converse might also apply: if a government kills 

civilians who are supportive of the insurgents, the insurgents may be incentivized to do the same 

to civilians that support the government. Insurgent violence against civilians would then be a tit-

for-tat measure (Raleigh and Choi 2017). O’Loughlin and Witmer (2011), for instance, find 

evidence of tit-for-tat dynamics in the violence between insurgents and the government in Russia’s 

Northern Caucasus. The control variable is coded as a dummy lagged to the week prior to a 

contested cell-week, with ‘1’ for any number of government attacks against civilians recorded by 

ACLED. 

 

4.3.4 Area population 

 
Contested cells with more populated, usually urbanized terrain are likely to have more areas of 

control that are possible to lose by either party to a conflict. That is, urban centers tend to be bases 

of control (see Hammond 2018), and neighborhoods within populated areas will presumably 

provide more forward operating bases that can be lost compared to rural areas. Population density 

should also be associated with a higher likelihood that civilians will be targeted during territorial 

contestation. To include this control variable, I use a logged population measure for each grid cell 

that comes with the PRIO GRID dataset, based on data from Gridded Population of the World 

version three (CIESIN and CIAT 2005). Note that this data provides static snapshots of 2000, 

2005, and 2010 only. I therefore linearly interpolated the missing data for each of the years in-

between. The remaining missing data on the edges was filled by copying the first and last population 

values backward and forward, respectively.  

 

4.3.5 Temporal and spatial dependence  

 
Regression analysis assumes that observations in the dependent variable are independent of one 

another. Given that “everything is related to everything else, but close things are more related than 

things that are far apart” (Tobler 1970), the temporally short units of analysis in this study along 

with path-dependent insurgent behavior imply that this assumption is violated. Balcells (2010, 291) 

for instance finds a “clear endogenous trend whereby subsequent levels of violence are highly 

correlated with initial levels of violence.” Additionally, the observations may be spatially dependent, 

as events of insurgent violence against civilians probably cluster in space. As pointed out by De 

Juan (2010, 5): 
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Contrary to the case with “conventional” cross-country studies, in the case of subnational 

studies one cannot necessarily assume that the features of a conflict within a specific unit of 

analysis are primarily shaped by features of that unit: cause and effect might not be found 

within the same unit. 

 

Violence in an area may be a consequence of conflict diffusing from a neighboring area (see Schutte 

and Weidmann 2011). Both the temporal and spatial autocorrelation violate the independence 

assumption of statistical methods, and generate a higher likelihood of Type I errors (false positives) 

as it causes the true variance to be underestimated. 

 I control for temporal autocorrelation by adding the dummy dependent variable lagged by 

a week. I also correct for the spatial autocorrelation by adding a dummy control variable that 

records the occurrence of insurgent violence against civilians in all neighboring cells (queen), lagged 

by one week. It deserves note that both control variables are an imperfect correction. As Brandt et 

al. (2000, 825) indicate, a model that includes lagged dependent variables has limited applicability 

“unless the time series of event counts has an exponential deterministic trend and no dynamics.” 

 

4.4  The dataset summarized 

 
The final dataset includes 3035 observations of contested cell-weeks between 1997 and 2017. These 

observations take place in 911 unique grid cells in 34 different countries on the African continent 

(see figure three). Given that cells have repeatedly been contested, I use standard errors that are 

clustered on the PRIO GRID cell in the regression analyses to account for residual correlation. 

Assuming independence between the units would lead to underestimated standard errors. I 

summarize the main numeric and integer variables used in the statistical modeling in table three 

below. 
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Table 3. Summary statistics of numeric and integer variables 

Statistic N Mean St. Dev. Min Max 
Civilians killed by insurgentst+1 3,035 2.335 44.481 0 2,100 
Civilians killed by insurgentst+1-2   3,035 3.136 45.075 0 2,100 
Civilians killed by insurgentst+1-4 3,035 13.907 456.940 0 25,000 
Insurgent VACt+1 3,035 0.102 0.303 0 1 
Insurgent VACt+1-2 3,035 0.151 0.358 0 1 
Insurgent VACt+1-4 3,035 0.215 0.411 0 1 
Intensityt-1 (log) 3,035 0.457 1.134 0 9.393 
Number of actors 3,035 2.282 0.652 2 7 
Government VACt-1 3,035 0.028 0.165 0 1 
Population (log) 3,035 11.423 1.693 4.355 16.334 
Neighbor effect 3,035 0.123 0.328 0 1 
Temporal effect 3,035 0.129 0.335 0 1 
 
 

 
Figure 3. Spatial distribution of contested cell-weeks 

factor(dummy)
0

1
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4.5 Statistical methodology  

 
4.5.1 Hypothesis one: logistic regression 

 
To test my first hypothesis that insurgents are more likely to commit an act of fatal violence against 

civilians after they lose territory, I use a binary dependent variable. The appropriate statistical 

methodology for this measurement is logistic regression, which focuses “on the determinants of 

the probability p of the occurrence of one outcome rather than an alternative outcome that occurs 

with a probability of 1-p” (Cameron and Trivedi 2010, 459). In other words, it estimates how the 

probability of the event of interest occurring varies across the units of analysis as a function of the 

independent variables. The coefficient estimates provided by logistic regression indicate the 

change in the log odds of the dependent variable. The odds are the probability of a ‘1’ on the 

dependent variable, divided by the probability of ‘0’ on the dependent variable given the 

independent variable, while holding all other predictors constant. In the analysis, I interpret these 

coefficient estimates by taking their exponent. The exponents of the log odds give the effect size 

in odds ratios (OR), which is a measure of how much the odds change on average with one unit 

change in the independent variable, in comparison to the original odds.  

 

4.5.2 Hypothesis two: zero-inflated negative binomial regression 

 
To test my second hypothesis that more civilians are killed in contested areas following insurgent 

territorial losses, I use a dependent variable that is a non-negative discrete count. Hence, I need to 

apply a count model for this regression analysis. Such a model estimates the probability of the 

number of times an event will occur, given the values for the specified independent variables. As 

is typical for count variables, the data for my dependent variable is not normally distributed, and a 

predominant 89.8% of the observations are zero counts (figure four). As a consequence, the data 

is also over-dispersed, meaning that the variance in the data is larger than the mean.17  

 

                                                
17 I perform a formal test for overdispersion as part of the diagnostic tests covered in the following chapter, 

which confirms there is a high degree of overdispersion in the data. 
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Figure 4. Density plot of fatalities from insurgent violence against civilians 

 

The appropriate statistical methodology given the above characteristics is zero-inflated 

negative binomial regression, or ZINB (King 1989; Long 1997). Using simulations, Yang et al. 

(2017) show that ZINB models have the most consistent performance at any combination of 

dispersion and zero-inflation compared to other count models such as Poisson regression. ZINB 

is a two-step procedure that distinguishes two data-generating processes producing true zeroes and 

random (‘false’) zeroes, thereby allowing zeroes to arise from both the at-risk and not-at-risk 

populations (Yang et al. 2017). As Hultman (2007, 213) explains in her study of violence against 

civilians, “this means that some rebel groups at the observed time simply have a zero probability 

of killing civilians, while there might be groups at risk of killing civilians that also produce a zero 

count.” Groups may for instance be restrained from violence against civilians given ideological 

commitments made, whereas for other groups violence against civilians may be a potential tactic, 

but the need to apply it incidentally does not occur (Gutierrez-Sanin and Wood 2014).  

The ZINB procedure starts with a logit inflation model that estimates the likelihood, given 

specified independent variables, of an observation belonging to the ‘not-at-risk’ group that gets 

true zero counts. Secondly, when the previous binary random variable takes on value of 1, it 

performs a negative binomial count model on the magnitude of fatalities from insurgent violence 

against civilians “given that the [observation] is part of the susceptible group” (Yang et al. 2017, 

538). While both dimensions of the model estimation can have theoretical substance, the analysis 

in chapter five will be limited to the count model’s estimates. Note that I will use the same 
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predictors for both the zero-inflation and the count parts, given that I have no theoretical reasons 

to expect any particular set of predictors to determine true zeroes. 

The coefficients provided by ZINB regression indicate the change in the log of the expected 

count for one unit change in the independent variable, given the other predictors in the model are 

held constant. To make the interpretation of the effect size more intuitive, I take the exponent of 

the statistically significant coefficient estimates to get their incidence rate ratios (IRR). This gives 

the proportionate change in the expected count given one unit change in the independent variable, 

while holding all other variables constant.  
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Chapter five 

Analysis 
 

In the following section, I assess whether there is a plausible relationship between insurgent 

territorial loss and insurgent violence against civilians in contested areas, both in in terms of 

probability (H1) and in terms of degree (H2). First, I present descriptive statistics to gauge the 

presence of general trends in the data and to identify potential issues that may affect the statistical 

modeling. Paragraph two presents the results from the multivariable logistic regression applied to 

test hypothesis one. In this section I also report the results given alternative specifications and the 

results from model diagnostics. Paragraph three presents the same information for the 

multivariable count regression applied to assess hypothesis two. Paragraph four finally summarizes 

the main findings. 

 
5.1 Descriptive statistics 
 
For the 3035 contested cell-week observations in the dataset, I find 310 cell-weeks with fatal 

insurgent violence against civilians in the following cell-week. On average, 23 civilians were killed 

in these weeks. At first sight, therefore, insurgent violence against civilians does not appear to be 

unrelated to territorial contestation, but it is a rare event.  

 
Figure 5. Fatalities from insurgent violence against civilians and number of contested cell-weeks 
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 Figure five shows the variation in civilian fatalities following contested cell-weeks, along 

with the number of contested cell-weeks over time. Insurgent violence against civilians in 

previously contested cells spiked in 1998 due to a highly violent week in Angola. There were no 

civilian fatalities in 2004 and close to zero fatalities in the years around 2004. These extremes in 

the dependent variable do not appear to be fully explained by the prevalence of territorial 

contestation per year, but rather by the relative intensity of events. This indicates that extreme 

events may drive the results in the regression analysis.   

 

 
 
Figure 6. Cell-weeks of insurgent violence against civilians per territorial dynamic 

 

Figure six shows how many cell-weeks with fatal insurgent violence against civilians have 

followed each territorial dynamic. Contested cell-weeks leading to no territorial changes or to an 

equal number of territorial changes (‘break-even’) show more subsequent cell-weeks with fatal 

insurgent violence against civilians than cell-weeks with either an insurgent loss or insurgent win 

individually. Given the theoretical argument and hypothesis one, we would by contrast expect to 

see the majority of cell-weeks of insurgent violence against civilians follow territorial loss. In total, 

however, most cell-weeks with insurgent violence against civilians follow either an insurgent 

territorial loss, or territorial win. Moreover, more cell-weeks with insurgent violence against 

civilians follow a week of insurgent territorial loss, than a week of territorial win. 

Turning to the fatalities that resulted from these cell-weeks, I created a box-whisker plot 

on a logarithmic scale to investigate the distributions per territorial dynamic (figure seven). Given 

the theoretical argument and hypothesis two, I expected to see higher numbers of civilian fatalities 
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follow insurgent loss compared to the other categories. While this is the case when the mean values 

per territorial dynamic are considered, these are driven by a small set of highly violent weeks. The 

category of insurgent territorial loss shows two particularly extreme values at 2100 and 1000, while 

for the other two categories the maximum values are 420 and 234, respectively. Looking at the 

medians instead, insurgent violence against civilians tends to be slightly more fatal following a 

government’s territorial loss (five civilians), than either an insurgent territorial loss or break-even 

(three civilians). The median fatality for insurgent territorial losses is equal to that of break-evens, 

though the inter-quartile range of the former category is larger.  

 

 
Figure 7. Box-whisker plot of insurgent violence against civilians per territorial dynamic 

 

In summary, the descriptive statistics show that insurgent violence against civilians 

infrequently takes place following territorial contestation. When it does, it tends to follow cell-

weeks where insurgents have either lost or won territorial control. While the category of insurgent 

territorial loss has resulted in the two most fatal cell-weeks in the dataset, the distributions per 

territorial dynamic indicate that insurgents have generally been most violent following territorial 

wins, though only by a small margin. Thus, preliminary descriptive evidence does not lend support 

to the hypothesized relationship between insurgent territorial loss and amplified insurgent violence 

against civilians in contested areas. In order to statistically establish whether it affects the 

probability and degree of insurgent violence against civilians or not, we need to turn to the 

multivariable regression results. 
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5.2  Hypothesis one: results from logistic regression 
 
The first hypothesis I posited is that acts of insurgent violence against civilians are more likely to 

occur in a contested area following an insurgent territorial loss. Given my independent variable, 

this involves two comparisons. One to the risk of insurgent violence against civilians following 

insurgent territorial wins, and the other to the risk following weeks leading to a break-even. Hence, 

insurgent territorial loss is the reference category in the following models, producing coefficients 

for both an insurgent territorial win and a break-even in comparison to an insurgent territorial loss. 

To find support for the hypothesis, both coefficients need to be negative and significant. 

 

Table 4. Results from logistic regression 

 Dependent variable: 
 Insurgent violence against civilians 
 (1) (2) (3) 

Insurgent territorial win 0.136 0.187 0.127 
 (0.177) (0.167) (0.165) 

Break-even 1.553** 0.372** 0.224 
 (0.283) (0.175) (0.184) 

Intensityt-1 (log)  0.327*** 0.255*** 
  (0.045) (0.045) 

Number of actors  0.738*** 0.653*** 
  (0.113) (0.106) 

Government VACt-1  0.697*** 0.424* 
  (0.239) (0.257) 

Population (log)  0.490*** 0.408*** 
  (0.099) (0.084) 

Neighbor effect   0.395* 
   (0.236) 

Temporal effect   1.618*** 
   (0.166) 

Constant -2.670** -10.388*** -9.531*** 
 (0.195) (1.201) (1.052) 

 

Observations 3,035 3,035 3,035 
Log Likelihood -934.296 -748.167 -692.883 
Akaike Inf. Crit. 1,874.591 1,510.334 1,403.766 

Note: Standard errors adjusted to clustering on PRIO GRID cell. *p<0.1; **p<0.05; ***p<0.01 
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 Table six reports the results from three logistic regressions, applied on a binary dependent 

variable that records the occurrence of insurgent violence against civilians in the week following a 

contested cell-week. Model one is bivariate and includes only the independent variable of interest, 

model two includes the selected confounders, and model three subsequently also includes the two 

controls for spatial and temporal dependency. Both the results from model one and model two 

indicate with statistical significance at the 95% level that insurgent violence against civilians is more 

likely to occur when contest over territorial control breaks even, than when it leads to a loss for 

insurgents.18 Exponentiating the logistic coefficient of model two gives an odds ratio of 1.45 (95% 

CI = 1.03-2.04). Substantively this means that while holding all other variables constant, the odds 

of an event of insurgent violence against civilians are higher by 45% for weeks breaking even, than 

for weeks showing an insurgent territorial loss. The statistical significance of the effect disappears 

in model three, however, due to the inclusion of the lagged dependent variable.  

The results further indicate that an insurgent territorial loss does not statistically 

significantly increase the risk of insurgent violence against civilians compared to an insurgent 

territorial win. Instead, the logistic coefficient for a territorial win indicates a larger, though 

statistically insignificant predicted probability. Hence, I find no evidence to support hypothesis 

one: insurgents are not more likely to engage in acts of fatal violence against civilians in contested 

areas after they have lost territorial control. 

 Regarding the control variables, finally, I find that all of them have a relevant and 

statistically significant impact on the probability of insurgent violence against civilians in the 

expected positive directions. Note additionally that the control variables improve the model fit to 

an AIC of 1,403 for model three. 

 

5.2.1 Alternative specifications  

 
To test whether the results from the logistic regressions hold for alternative model specifications, 

I ran model three on the two-week and four-week dependent variables (appendix A.2). With either 

operationalization, the risk of insurgent violence against civilians is not statistically significantly 

higher following an insurgent territorial loss, than following either an insurgent territorial win or 

break-even, while all other variables are held constant. Comparing these results to the main models 

                                                
18 Note that this statistically significant difference does not apply in comparison to insurgent territorial wins, 

though the sign is negative. Please see appendix A.1 for the results of the same regression using ‘break-even’ 

as the reference category for the explanatory variable.  
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in the previous section, this suggests that a contested week leading to a break-even shows a higher 

risk of insurgent violence against civilians compared to a loss for only a short period of time.  

 I also ran all three of the main logistic regression models above on a monthly 

operationalization of both the dependent variable and all other independent variables (appendix 

A.3). The results from these regressions corroborate the finding that insurgent violence against 

civilians is significantly more likely to occur following weeks of territorial contestation leading to a 

break-even than those leading to an insurgent territorial loss (p < 0.05), while the lagged dependent 

variable again subsumes the significance of this effect in model three.  

 In conclusion, alternative specifications confirm the absence of evidence in support of the 

hypothesis that insurgent territorial loss increases the risk of insurgent violence against civilians in 

contested areas. Instead, it appears that there may be a comparatively elevated risk of insurgent 

violence against civilians is in the short-term following cell-weeks that lead to a break-even, as well 

as following cell-months that lead to a break-even. 

 

5.2.2 Logistic regression diagnostics 

 
To establish that the above findings are not caused by an improper model fit, I investigated several 

model diagnostics. Like other regression models, the logistic regression model assumes predictors  

 

Table 5. Correlation matrix of main variables included in analysis 

 Civilians 
killedt+1 

Insurgent 
VACt+1 

Territorial 
dynamic 

Intensityt-

1 (log) 
Number 
of actors 

Government 
VACt-1 

Population 
(log) 

Neighbor 
effect 

Civilians 
killedt+1 

        

Insurgent 
VACt+1 

0.16        

Territorial 
dynamic 0.00 0.20       

Intensityt-1 (log) 0.18 0.24 0.09      
Number of 
actors 0.01 0.38 0.35 0.24     

Government 
VAC 

0.01 0.23 0.13 0.15 0.26    

Population (log) 0.01 0.29 0.19 0.14 0.29 0.16   
Neighbor effect 0.04 0.05 0.01 0.00 0.06 0.03 0.15  
Temporal effect 0.08 0.41 0.21 0.24 0.33 0.15 0.26 0.07 
 

do not correlate strongly with one another. When variables are collinear, they effectively overlap 

and account for a same part of the outcome’s variance. This reduces the independent variation of 
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each predictor with the dependent variable, which increases the standard errors and thereby the 

precision of the coefficient estimates (Stock and Watson 2015). Table five provides a correlation 

matrix for all variables included in the models. As a rule of thumb, correlations between predictors 

above the level of 0.6 become problematic (Powner 2015). None of the predictors are collinear at 

this level.  

 Collinearity across multiple variables, or multicollinearity, can be assessed with the variance 

inflation factor (VIF) statistic. This produces the factor by which the variance of a predictor’s 

estimated coefficient is inflated by linearity between that predictor and other predictors in the 

model. The rule of thumb for this statistic is that a factor higher than ten is considered problematic 

(Carsey and Harden 2014). This applies to none of the variables as indicated by table six. Hence, I 

consider multicollinearity not to constitute a threat to the model inferences. 

 

Table 6. VIF statistics of included predictors 

 VIF 
Territorial dynamics 1.281 
Intensityt-1 (log) 1.104 
Number of actors 1.377 
Government VAC 1.020 
Population (log) 1.203 
Neighbor effect 1.047 
Temporal effect 1.209 
 

 Secondly, logistic regression assumes that the independent variables are linearly related to 

the log odds of the dependent variable. I tested for this assumption by applying the Box-Tidwell 

transformation test (Grambsch and O’Brien 1991). This involves the addition of interaction terms 

for each numeric independent variable with its natural logarithm. The statistical significance of 

these interaction terms would indicate non-linearity. Yet the interactions are statistically 

insignificant, showing that linearity in the logit is not a concern for the model (appendix B.1). 

Thirdly, I checked for the presence of outliers and influential values. A formal Bonferroni-

adjusted outlier test finds no residuals in the data at p < 0.05 (Cook and Prescott 1981). I also 

created a bubble plot of the hat-values over the residuals, with the diameters of the circles 

proportionate to Cook’s distance (see appendix B.2). Hat-values indicate distance from the average 

covariate pattern, or ‘leverage’, while Cook’s distance is a measure of the effect on the estimated 

coefficient when the observation is removed (Zhang 2016). When the most influential observation 

identified from this plot (79) is removed from the logistic regression model, the coefficients and 
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their standard errors do not change substantially, indicating that the most extreme observations in 

the data are not strongly influencing the model’s estimates (appendix B.3). 

Finally, to assess whether the logistic model produces an overall appropriate fit, I 

performed the Hosmer-Lemeshow test which assesses whether there is a significant difference 

between fitted and observed values (Hosmer and Lemeshow 2000). This test produces a non-

significant result at p = 0.28 and implies a sufficient fit. Furthermore, if the logit model fit is correct, 

the residuals of the model should not correlate with the predictors. This is visually presented by 

the green trend lines in the residual plots provided in appendix B.4: all numeric variables show a 

horizontal trend line close to zero. A formal test of curvature additionally does not indicate that 

any of the variables significantly relate to the residuals (appendix B.5). In conclusion, I can be 

confident that the presented model estimates are not affected by improper model fit. I therefore 

find no evidence to support hypothesis one, and turn to the assessment of hypothesis two. 

 

5.3 Hypothesis two: results from zero-inflated negative binomial regression 

 
The second hypothesis I posited is that insurgents kill more civilians in contested areas following 

territorial loss. Table seven reports the results from three zero-inflated negative binomial (ZINB) 

models using the count dependent variable. While the bivariate model shows no statistically 

significant differences between the different dynamics of territorial control, the sign is in the 

direction expected by the hypothesis: the expected count of civilians killed is higher following 

insurgent territorial loss, compared to both an insurgent territorial win and a break-even. This 

changes along with the precision of the coefficient estimates, however, specifically when conflict 

intensity is controlled for in model two. Counter to the theoretical expectation, this model indicates 

that a territorial win is statistically significantly associated with more civilians killed by insurgents 

compared to a territorial loss, ceteris paribus (p < 0.05). This statistically significant difference holds 

in model three even when the control variables for both the neighbor and temporal effects are 

included.19  

 The coefficients of these statistically significant findings can be substantively interpreted 

by taking their exponents. For model two, this means that the expected number of civilians killed 

in a week following a territorial win is higher by a factor of 3.16 (or 216%) than following an  

 

                                                
19 Note that the latter inclusion improves the overall model fit as the log-likelihood statistic increases in 

comparison to model two. This also applies to the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC), a model fit statistics 

that penalizes for additional variables and decreases to indicate an improving model fit. 
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Table 7. Results from zero-inflated negative binomial regression 

 Dependent variable: 
 Civilians killed by insurgents 
 (1) (2) (3) 

Insurgent territorial win -0.507 1.151** 1.252** 
 (1.023) (0.524) (0.544) 

Break-even -1.770 0.388 0.302 
 (1.204) (0.410) (0.440) 

Intensityt-1 (log)  0.327*** 0.305*** 
  (0.118) (0.116) 

Number of actors  -0.364* -0.437** 
  (0.197) (0.210) 

Government VACt-1  -0.192 -0.223 
  (0.380) (0.420) 

Population (log)  0.012 0.047 
  (0.196) (0.181) 

Neighbor effect   0.436 
   (0.433) 

Temporal effect   0.505 
   (0.393) 

Constant 2.575** 2.137 1.633 
 (1.121) (2.559) (2.293) 

 

Observations 3,035 3,035 3,035 
Log Likelihood -1,918.417 -1,731.469 -1,678.911 
Akaike Inf. Crit. 3,850.834 3,492.937 3,395.821 

Note: Standard errors adjusted to clustering on PRIO GRID cell. *p<0.1; **p<0.05; ***p<0.01 

 

insurgent territorial loss, while all other variables are held constant. For model three that 

substantive difference is 250%.20 

Regarding the comparison of cell-weeks that break even with the reference category of 

insurgent territorial loss, none of the models indicate a statistically significant difference in the 

expected number of civilians that insurgents kill. Hence, I do not find evidence to support 

hypothesis two: insurgents do not appear to kill more civilians following territorial loss, than when 

they either win or break-even territorial control.  

                                                
20 Insurgent territorial win also shows some statistical significance at the 90% level when break-even is 

specified as the reference category (please see appendix C.1). 
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Turning to the control variables, it is apparent that conflict intensity at t-1 is positively 

associated with the expected number of civilians killed by insurgents. Substantively, one unit 

change in the logged measure increases the expected number of civilians killed by 39% and 36% 

respectively for model two and three. This effect is intuitive: previous research has found that 

conflict intensity is positively related to levels of violence against civilians (Eck and Hultman 2007). 

Counterintuitively, however, the variable recording the number of actors shows a relevant negative 

association to the number of civilians killed by insurgents in both model two and three, reducing 

the expected number by approximately 31% and 35% respectively, keeping all other variables 

constant. Remember that the logistic regressions indicated that greater numbers of actors increase 

probability of an act of insurgent violence against civilians. These seemingly contradictory findings 

may imply that while additional insurgent actors increase the risk of insurgent violence against 

civilians, these acts of violence against civilians are generally less fatal when there are more parties. 

 

5.3.1 Alternative specifications 

 
To assess whether the above results are generalizable, I tested several alternative specifications of 

the model including all controls. In a first alternative model, I right-censored and truncated the 

dependent variable to the 99th percentile of positive counts (392 civilians). Right-censoring implies 

that I put all counts exceeding the 99th percentile k into the category “k or more” by assigning them 

to the closest observation of 310 civilians killed (per Winkelmann 2008, 31). Truncation, on the 

other hand, means that I removed all observations higher than k. It could be motivated that the 

extreme values in the dependent variable are produced by a different data generating process than 

the lower values, and that these are therefore incorrectly driving the results. Both when the 

dependent variable is right-censored and when it is truncated, insurgent territorial wins remain a 

statistically significant predictor of higher expected counts of civilians killed compared to insurgent 

territorial losses (p < 0.05), though the size of both coefficients is reduced (see appendix C.2).  

 Secondly, I repeated the model with the two-week and four-week dependent variables 

(appendix C.3). The statistically significant difference between insurgent territorial wins and losses 

disappears for the two-week dependent variable. For the monthly count of civilians killed by 

insurgents, however, the results are in line with the theoretical expectation. That is, the sign changes 

and becomes statistically significant again, in this case indicating a higher expected number of 

civilians killed by insurgents following losses than following insurgent territorial wins. These 

findings imply that insurgents react differently over time: in the short-term, insurgents tend to kill 

more civilians when they have won territory than when they have lost it, but over the longer term, 
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insurgents kill more civilians in contested areas when they have lost territory than when they have 

won territory. 

 In a third test, finally, I applied the three main models to a monthly operationalization of 

both the dependent variable and all other independent variables (appendix D.1). By contrast to the 

main weekly models, the results for these monthly models indicate that an insurgent territorial loss 

over a contested cell-month is statistically significantly related to a higher expected count of 

insurgent violence against civilians in the month after, compared to a break-even (p < 0.05). The 

sign of the comparison to an insurgent win additionally indicates a higher expected count of 

civilians killed, though this difference is not statistically significant at the 95% level in any of the 

models. The results do not hold, however, when I again either right-censor or truncate the 

dependent variable to the 99th percentile, which for this dataset is 250 civilians killed (appendix 

D.2). In summary, I find tentative evidence contrary to my theoretical expectation that insurgent 

violence against civilians is more fatal in the short-term following insurgent territorial wins than 

losses. Over the longer term, however, insurgents tentatively do appear to be more violent 

following a territorial loss than a territorial win or a break-even. 

 

5.3.2 Count model diagnostics 

 
ZINB regression, like logistic regression, assumes that observations are independent and that no 

(perfect) collinearity exists among the independent variables. These conditions have already been 

assessed and adjusted for in the previous sections. In the following, I assess the goodness of fit of 

the zero-inflated negative binomial model.  

 The negative binomial model was selected given observed overdispersion in the dependent 

variable. To formally check for the presence of overdispersion, I used Cameron and Trivedi’s 

(1990) z-test of the null hypothesis that the conditional mean is equal the conditional variance. This 

finds a statistically significant difference (α = 209, p < 0.05), thereby indicating overdispersion in 

the dependent variable. The different distributions are evident from the rootograms plotted in 

figure eight, which compare the observed and expected values graphically (Kleiber and Zeileis 

2016). 
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Figure 8. Rootograms of count model fits 

 

The red curve indicates the fitted frequencies given the model, while the hanging bars indicate the 

observed frequencies in the data, both on a square-root scale. Bars that do not reach the zero 

reference-line indicate that the model’s distribution overpredicts for that specific count, while the 

model underpredicts the count when the bar crosses the reference line. Evidently, the Poisson 

distribution underpredicts zeroes and overpredicts values close to zero especially. The negative 

binomial and zero-inflated negative binomial both appear to fit the data well, with only minor 

differences. The ZINB underpredicts slightly more frequencies close to zero, while it performs 

better in the dispersion of the tail compared to the regular negative binomial distribution.  

To formally compare the latter two models, I applied the Vuong test (Vuong 1998). This 

test is regularly used to determine whether adding the zero-inflation component to the model is 

appropriate (Desmarais and Harden 2013). Technically, it assesses the null hypothesis that both 

models explain the data-generating process equally well. The AIC-corrected test statistic is 

statistically significant (z = 8.19, p < 0.01) and favors the goodness of fit of the zero-inflated 

negative binomial regression.21 In summary, I can be confident that the count model’s results are 

not affected by improper model fit and that I therefore find no evidence in support of hypothesis 

two. 

 

5.4 Summary 

 
I find no evidence to support the expectation of hypothesis one that insurgents are more likely to 

engage in acts of fatal violence against civilians in a contested area after they lose territory. The 

                                                
21 Note that the difference seems not to be in the fitted zeroes. Both models seem to perform almost equally 

well on that frequency. Rather, the Vuong test implies that the zero-inflated negative binomial provides a 

better overall fit than the regular negative binomial. The improved model fit is not necessarily indicative of 

zero-inflation (see also Wilson 2015). 
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results from the logistic regression models indicate that insurgent violence against civilians is 

significantly less likely to occur following territorial loss, than when insurgents break even with the 

government. This finding appears both in weekly and in monthly operationalizations of both the 

independent and dependent variables. 

 I also find no evidence to support the expectation of hypothesis two that insurgents kill 

more civilians after they lose territory in contested areas. Instead, the results from the count model 

suggest that insurgent territorial wins are associated with greater numbers of civilians killed by 

insurgents in the week directly after, than insurgent territorial losses. This finding is robust to right-

censoring and truncation of the dependent variable. However, alternative specifications looking at 

effects over the longer term indicate that insurgents do kill more civilians over a month following 

either a week or a month of territorial loss, although these findings do not retain their statistical 

significance when the dependent variable is either right-censored or truncated. In the following 

chapter, I assess the theoretical implications of these results and address the underlying limitations 

that may have affected them.  
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Chapter six 

Discussion and conclusion 
 
In this chapter I discuss possible explanations as to why I find what I find, and interpret what the 

results mean for the theory. Following that, I qualify my interpretations by summarizing the 

remaining methodological limitations that have affected the validity of the results. Finally, I present 

my conclusions regarding the research question and hypotheses, and give recommendations for 

both policy and future research. 

 
6.1 Discussion of results 
 
I do not find evidence to support the expectation that insurgents are more likely to kill civilians in 

contested areas following territorial loss (H1), as I do not find a statistically significant negative 

sign for both categories compared. Instead, the logistic regressions indicate that insurgents are 

significantly more likely to kill civilians following cell-weeks that lead to a break-even than cell-

weeks that lead to a loss. A plausible explanation of the elevated risk for contested cell-weeks that 

lead to a break-even is that these weeks presumably involve continued contestation. Remember 

that the theory claims that the baseline risk of indiscriminate violence against civilians is already 

high in contested areas. Hence, insurgent territorial loss might comparatively reduce rather than 

amplify the risk, because the government takes over control and is subsequently able to protect the 

civilians present in the formerly contested area. That does not necessarily mean that the proposed 

causal mechanisms do not exist; it means that the practical opportunity to act on the decision to 

target civilians may be reduced within the previously contested area. It may be that insurgents in 

those situations will engage in more violence against civilians outside of the contested area instead, 

which is something for future research to investigate.  

 Turning to hypothesis two, I do not find evidence to support the expectation that 

insurgents kill more civilians in contested areas following territorial losses with either a weekly or 

monthly operationalization of the data. However, while the expected count of civilians killed is 

never significantly higher for insurgent territorial losses compared to break-evens, the results do 

suggest that insurgent territorial loss may have a longer-term effect on the expected counts of 

civilians killed by insurgents in comparison to a territorial win. That is, when insurgents lose 

territory, they kill significantly less civilians in the subsequent week than when they win. Yet, when 

they lose territory over a week or over a month, they kill significantly more civilians over the 

subsequent month than when they win. This difference between the two categories appears to 
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emerge after at least two weeks, as the independent variable becomes statistically insignificant when 

I use a two-week dependent variable. One plausible explanation for this pattern is that insurgents 

tend to withdraw to areas under their complete control directly following a territorial loss, before 

they re-engage a (partially) relocated contested area and kill civilians there. If this is indeed the case, 

then it means government forces have the opportunity to anticipate retaliatory attacks on civilians. 

Secondly, what also might be driving the observed difference between the categories is that 

insurgents may kill civilians in the process of ‘clearing’ territory they have just won, but generally 

only for a short period of subsequent time. In practice, terrorizing civilians has been a tactic to 

quickly establish control over locations (e.g. the RUF in the Sierra Leone Civil War). In the 

following, I qualify these substantive findings by addressing the remaining limitations. 

 

6.2 Remaining concerns regarding research design 

 
Before I conclude, it is worthwhile to sum up the remaining limitations of the model that have 

likely affected the validity of the findings. A first overarching concern regarding the conceptual 

validity of this study are the assumptions I make to define an area as contested. As noted, while I 

have tried to single out those areas where it can be better assumed that insurgents had at least some 

degree of territorial control during a week, this is likely to be an imperfect measure of reality. 

Physical presence does not necessarily indicate control in guerilla warfare. Additionally, this study 

assumes that civilians will be targeted within the contested areas following insurgent loss, given 

that previous literature indicates a higher risk there. As noted, however, insurgents may no longer 

be physically present in the contested area following a territorial loss, and may therefore not target 

civilians in response. Instead, however, they may resort to fatal targeting of civilians elsewhere. 

This study does not capture the possibility that the area of contestation relocates in space, and with 

that, the violence of insurgents.  

 Secondly, my measurement of territorial control dynamics does not take account of the 

magnitude of the territory lost as ACLED’s event data does not explicitly include this information. 

It makes intuitive sense, however, that this magnitude matters to the proposed causal mechanisms. 

Losing a compound may not matter as much strategically as losing a city district, yet both 

hypothetical events I have assumed to be equal in terms of their strategic significance. Note that 

this also affects the validity of the ‘break-even’ category as an equal number of loss events does not 

mean an equal degree of loss. Furthermore, it might be that losses must compound over time 

before they become an incentive for insurgents to apply violence against civilians. I have assumed 

that any individual loss has the same effect, no matter how many have come before. 
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 Thirdly, I have assumed that all insurgent violence against civilians is indiscriminate and 

therefore independent of the affiliation or actions of individual civilians. While I have argued that 

civilians in lost territory are more likely to be perceived collectively as defectors regardless of their 

previous affiliation, it is possible that for many cell-weeks I have instead captured events where 

insurgents have not targeted these civilians, but civilians elsewhere based more specifically on their 

affiliation such as ethnicity or otherwise their individual actions, rather than as a reaction to 

territorial loss. 

 Fourthly, causal inferences from the data are potentially problematic due to remaining 

omitted variable bias, particularly given that I have not been able to control for organization-

specific characteristics. I suspect the relative military strength of the warring parties is very 

important to the calculus that underlies the choice of particular violent tactics. Insurgents should 

be more likely to face territorial loss at times and locations where they are relatively weak. 

Correspondingly, theory would suggest that their use of violence against civilians should at these 

times and locations also be increased. Hence, the risk and degree of insurgent violence against 

civilians might be explained more by either their overall relative military weakness as an 

organization, or their specific spatial-temporal military weakness, rather than by the dynamics in 

territorial control. 

 A fifth concern is post-treatment bias caused by the variables that I do control for. This 

means that I am controlling for possible consequences of the treatment (King 2010): conflict 

intensity may for instance affect the likelihood of insurgent territorial loss, yet insurgent territorial 

loss might also determine conflict intensity. The potential causal order is in this case not one-

directional. A consequence of this post-treatment bias is that some of the variation in the outcome 

due to insurgent territorial loss may be accounted for in the coefficient estimate of control variables 

that are a consequence of the treatment (i.e., insurgent territorial loss). While I lagged all suspected 

endogenous control variables to a week before the main independent variable, Monte Carlo 

simulations show that this does not solve and may even worsen endogeneity problems (Reed 2013; 

Bellemare, Masaki, and Pepinsky 2015). The inclusion of my control variables therefore ultimately 

involves a trade-off between post-treatment bias and what could otherwise constitute omitted 

variable bias.  

 A similar concern, finally, is simultaneity bias as the independent variable could be jointly 

determined with the dependent variable: the use of violence against civilians by insurgents may 

produce insurgent territorial loss, too. As noted by Hultman (2007), the displacement caused by 

violence against civilians may reduce insurgents’ cover among civilians and thereby reduce their 

ability to hold control. Again, while I have lagged the dependent variable to a week after the 
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independent variable, this does not avoid problems caused by simultaneity bias (Reed 2013). Given 

these lingering problems, the findings in this thesis should not be considered final. 

 

6.3 Conclusions and recommendations 

 
The purpose of thesis has been to investigate how the dynamics in territorial control determine 

spatial-temporal patterns of insurgent violence against civilians within civil wars. Merging previous 

strategic and spatial literatures on violence against civilians, I hypothesized that both the risk and 

the degree of insurgents’ violence against civilians increases after they lose territory in contested 

areas. To assess the hypotheses, I created a novel dataset that includes all contested PRIO GRID 

cell-weeks along with data on insurgent violence against civilians on the African continent between 

1997 and 2017. Descriptive statistics show, first of all, that insurgent violence against civilians is a 

relatively rare event to follow weeks of territorial contestation. The regression analyses moreover 

indicate that the risk of the act of insurgent violence against civilians is not significantly increased 

following insurgent territorial loss. When insurgent violence against civilians does follow weeks of 

contestation, it is not significantly more intense following an insurgent territorial loss. Hence, this 

paper contributes to the extant literature by finding that the empirical evidence does not 

corroborate the loss hypothesis on a spatially and temporally disaggregated level of analysis. 

 Instead, I find evidence that the risk of the act of insurgent violence against civilians is 

significantly lower directly following territorial loss, than directly following a week in which 

insurgents break even with a government. This finding might be explained by the fact that a break-

even implies continued contestation, whereas a loss implies that a government will be able to 

protect its civilians. Additionally, I find that insurgents kill more civilians in a contested area 

following a week of territorial victory, than following a week of loss. Plausibly, insurgents ‘clear’ 

territory or establish control though terror in the short term following wins. Conversely, insurgents 

do kill more civilians at a later timeframe following a territorial loss than following a territorial win, 

suggesting there may be a delay to their reaction. It is plausible that insurgents first withdraw and 

then re-engage a formerly contested area following territorial loss. If these findings are true, they 

provide a cause for optimism to proactive counterinsurgency campaigns: regaining territory from 

insurgents directly reduces the risk of insurgent violence against civilians in previously contested 

areas. At the same time, counterinsurgencies should anticipate retaliatory attacks against civilians 

at a later stage.   

 As noted, however, the results must be interpreted with caution given lingering uncertainty 

regarding the validity of both the unit of analysis and the main explanatory variable. Using 

alternative research designs, future qualitative and quantitative research could investigate in better 
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detail whether the described patterns do indeed generally occur on a spatially and temporally 

disaggregated level, and whether the explanations I suggest hold water. Future research should 

account for the relocation of violence, possible thresholds to the effect of territorial loss, other 

forms of violence against civilians, as well as the characteristics of insurgent groups. To this end, 

future research would greatly benefit from more refined measures of territorial control as well as 

from spatial-temporally disaggregated information on the military characteristics of warring parties, 

such as (estimates) of troop sizes. As noted, the roughness of the former and absence of the latter 

are likely to have affected my results. Although I recognize the difficulties involved in collecting 

this type of data, it is surprising that not more effort has been made to this end. Conflict studies 

would be remiss if it would not investigate the local military-strategic factors that determine how 

civil wars and their violence spread in space and time.  
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Appendix A 
 
 
A.1 Logit with alternative explanatory variable 
 

 Dependent variable: 
 Insurgent violence against civilians 
 (1) (2) (3) 

Insurgent territorial loss -1.553*** -0.372** -0.224 
 (0.283) (0.175) (0.184) 

Insurgent territorial win -1.417*** -0.184 -0.098 
 (0.258) (0.194) (0.178) 

Intensityt-1 (log)  0.327*** 0.255*** 
  (0.045) (0.045) 

Number of actors  0.738*** 0.653*** 
  (0.113) (0.106) 

Government VACt-1  0.697*** 0.424* 
  (0.239) (0.257) 

Population (log)  0.490*** 0.408*** 
  (0.099) (0.084) 

Neighbor effect   0.395* 
   (0.236) 

Temporal effect   1.618*** 
   (0.166) 

Constant -1.117*** -10.017*** -9.307*** 
 (0.400) (1.204) (1.047) 

Observations 3,035 3,035 3,035 
Log Likelihood -934.296 -748.167 -692.883 
Akaike Inf. Crit. 1,874.591 1,510.334 1,403.766 

Note: Standard errors adjusted to clustering on PRIO GRID cell.  *p<0.1; **p<0.05; ***p<0.01 
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A.2 Logit on 2-week and 4-week dependent variable 
 

 Dependent variable: 
 Insurgent violence against civilians 
 (2 weeks) (4 weeks) 

Insurgent territorial win 0.189 -0.021 
 (0.132) (0.124) 

Break-even 0.222 0.259 
 (0.173) (0.160) 

Intensityt-1 (log) 0.276*** 0.334*** 
 (0.058) (0.053) 

Number of actors 0.644*** 0.566*** 
 (0.084) (0.110) 

Government VACt-1 0.504** 0.417 
 (0.243) (0.316) 

Population (log) 0.454*** 0.432*** 
 (0.082) (0.078) 

Neighbor effect 0.318 0.501*** 

 (0.195) (0.154) 
Temporal effect 1.402*** 1.577*** 

 (0.148) (0.142) 
Constant -9.396*** -8.371*** 

 (1.053) (0.957) 
Observations 3,035 3,035 
Log Likelihood -922.849 -1,149.486 
Akaike Inf. Crit. 1,863.698 2,316.973 
Note: Standard errors adjusted to clustering on PRIO GRID cell.  *p<0.1; **p<0.05; ***p<0.01 
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A.3 Logit on monthly dataset 
 

 Dependent variable: 
 Insurgent violence against civilians 
 (1) (2) (3) 

Insurgent territorial win -0.116 0.003 0.059 
 (0.128) (0.128) (0.131) 

Break-even 1.094** 0.413** 0.239 
 (0.167) (0.162) (0.151) 

Intensityt-1 (log)  0.250*** 0.189*** 
  (0.042) (0.041) 

Number of actors  0.511*** 0.469*** 
  (0.058) (0.059) 

Government VACt-1  0.770*** 0.718*** 
  (0.280) (0.259) 

Population (log)  0.309*** 0.204*** 
  (0.073) (0.061) 

Neighbor effect   0.591*** 
   (0.143) 

Temporal effect   1.495*** 
   (0.141) 

Constant -1.722** -6.849*** -6.091*** 
 (0.149) (0.861) (0.694) 

Observations 2,962 2,962 2,962 
Log Likelihood -1,424.043 -1,191.989 -1,084.179 
Akaike Inf. Crit. 2,854.086 2,397.979 2,186.358 

Note: Standard errors adjusted to clustering on PRIO GRID cell.  *p<0.1; **p<0.05; ***p<0.01 
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Appendix B 
 
 
B.1 Box-Tidwell test 
 

 Dependent variable: 
 Insurgent violence against civilians 

Insurgent territorial win 0.139 
 (0.185) 

Break-even 0.191 
 (0.187) 

Number of actors -3.735 
 (2.487) 

Government VACt-1 5.302* 
 (3.068) 

Neighbor effect 0.615*** 
 (0.092) 

Temporal effect 0.388 
 (0.306) 

Intensityt-1 16.645 
 (17.553) 

Log(Intensityt-1) -47.154 
 (48.754) 

Population (log) 0.403** 
 (0.196) 

Log(Population (log)) 1.605*** 
 (0.157) 

Intensityt-1 * Log(Intensityt-1) 1.135 
 (0.764) 

Population (log) * Log(Population (log)) -3.610 
 (3.953) 

Constant 27.750 
 (36.539) 

Observations 3,035 
Log Likelihood -689.730 
Akaike Inf. Crit. 1,405.460 
Note. *p<0.1; **p<0.05; ***p<0.01 
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B.2  Influence plot 
 

 
 
 
B.3 Coefficients compared after deletion 
 
 Est. 1 SE 1 Est. 2 (-79) SE 2 (-79) 
Constant -9.5312 0.6628 -9.5646 0.6642 
Insurgent 
territorial win 

0.1267 0.1846 0.1355 0.1849 

Break-even 0.2243 0.1846 0.2303 0.1848 
Intensityt-1 (log) 0.2552 0.0476 0.2396 0.0486 
Number of 
actors 

0.6526 0.0902 0.6578 0.0903 

Government 
VACt-1 

0.4239 0.3028 0.4301 0.3030 

Population (log) 0.4080 0.0528 0.4096 0.0529 
Neighbor effect 0.3949 0.1955 0.3991 0.1956 
Temporal effect 1.6181 0.1558 1.6288 0.1560 
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B.4 Residual plots (logit) 

 
 
 
B.5  Curvature test 
 

 Test statistic Pr(>|t) 
Intensityt-1 (log) 2.350 0.125 
Number of actors 1.214 0.271 
Population (log) 0.008 0.931 
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Appendix C 
 
 
C.1 ZINB with alternative explanatory variable 
 

 Dependent variable: 
 Civilians killed by insurgents 
 (1) (2) (3) 

Insurgent territorial loss 1.770 -0.388 -0.302 
 (1.204) (0.410) (0.440) 

Insurgent territorial win 1.262* 0.763 0.949* 
 (0.747) (0.496) (0.526) 

Intensityt-1 (log)  0.327*** 0.305*** 
  (0.118) (0.116) 

Number of actors  -0.364* -0.437** 
  (0.197) (0.210) 

Government VACt-1  -0.192 -0.223 
  (0.380) (0.420) 

Population (log)  0.012 0.047 
  (0.196) (0.181) 

Neighbor effect   0.436 
   (0.433) 

Temporal effect   0.505 
   (0.393) 

Constant 0.806** 2.526 1.935 
 (0.331) (2.501) (2.215) 

Observations 3,035 3,035 3,035 
Log Likelihood -1,918.416 -1,731.469 -1,678.911 
Akaike Inf. Crit. 3,850.833 3,492.937 3,395.821 

Note: Standard errors adjusted to clustering on PRIO GRID cell.  *p<0.1; **p<0.05; ***p<0.01 
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C.2 ZINB on right-censored and truncated dependent variable (weekly data) 
 

 Dependent variable: 
 Civilians killed by insurgents 
 (Right-censored) (Truncated) 

Insurgent territorial win 1.146** 0.907** 
 (0.487) (0.363) 

Break-even 0.252 0.203 
 (0.418) (0.404) 

Intensityt-1 (log) 0.172* 0.017 
 (0.102) (0.111) 

Number of actors -0.366** -0.257* 
 (0.178) (0.153) 

Government VACt-1 -0.193 -0.182 
 (0.394) (0.375) 

Population (log) 0.065 0.121 
 (0.160) (0.120) 

Neighbor effect 0.277 0.181 

 (0.414) (0.376) 
Temporal effect 0.454 0.542* 

 (0.347) (0.315) 
Constant 1.364 0.379 

 (2.042) (1.534) 
Observations 3,035 3,031 
Log Likelihood -1,661.773 -1,603.175 
Akaike Inf. Crit. 3,361.547 3,244.349 
Note: Standard errors adjusted to clustering on PRIO GRID cell.  *p<0.1; **p<0.05; ***p<0.01 
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C.3 ZINB on 2-week and 4-week dependent variable (weekly data) 
 

 Dependent variable: 
 Civilians killed by insurgents 
 (2 weeks) (4 weeks) 

Insurgent territorial win 0.538 -1.115** 
 (0.387) (0.523) 

Break-even 0.242 -0.620 
 (0.372) (0.472) 

Intensityt-1 (log) 0.218** 0.036 
 (0.104) (0.106) 

Number of actors -0.284* -0.235 
 (0.166) (0.152) 

Government VACt-1 -0.090 0.550** 
 (0.339) (0.231) 

Population (log) -0.103 -0.505*** 
 (0.123) (0.152) 

Neighbor effect 0.410 -0.265 

 (0.416) (0.400) 
Temporal effect 0.550* 0.730*** 

 (0.292) (0.212) 
Constant 3.620** 10.253*** 

 (1.640) (2.306) 
Observations 3,035 3,035 
Log Likelihood -2,464.376 -3,661.846 
Akaike Inf. Crit. 4,966.752 7,361.692 
Note: Standard errors adjusted to clustering on PRIO GRID cell.  *p<0.1; **p<0.05; ***p<0.01 
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Appendix D 
 
 
D.1 ZINB on monthly data 
 

 Dependent variable: 
 Civilians killed by insurgents 
 (1) (2) (3) 

Insurgent territorial win -1.355 -0.905 -1.158* 
 (1.183) (0.699) (0.648) 

Break-even -2.668* -0.896* -0.946** 
 (1.153) (0.534) (0.478) 

Intensityt-1 (log)  0.067 0.026 
  (0.123) (0.120) 

Number of actors  -0.071 -0.127 
  (0.097) (0.090) 

Government VACt-1  0.754*** 0.603** 
  (0.284) (0.253) 

Population (log)  -0.579*** -0.642*** 
  (0.173) (0.177) 

Neighbor effect   -0.352 
   (0.423) 

Temporal effect   1.061*** 
   (0.316) 

Constant 4.221*** 10.694*** 11.357*** 
 (1.092) (2.473) (2.489) 

Observations 2,962 2,962 2,962 
Log Likelihood -3,580.771 -3,362.079 -3,267.024 
Akaike Inf. Crit. 7,175.542 6,754.158 6,572.047 

Note: Standard errors adjusted to clustering on PRIO GRID cell.  *p<0.1; **p<0.05; ***p<0.01 
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D.2 ZINB on right-censored and truncated dependent variable (monthly data) 
 

 Dependent variable: 
 Civilians killed by insurgents 
 (Right-censored) (Truncated) 

Insurgent territorial win 0.400 0.209 
 (0.396) (0.348) 

Break-even -0.138 -0.064 
 (0.300) (0.290) 

Intensityt-1 (log) 0.079 0.072 
 (0.096) (0.077) 

Number of actors -0.076 -0.049 
 (0.075) (0.069) 

Government VACt-1 0.322 0.304 
 (0.233) (0.231) 

Population (log) -0.147 -0.036 
 (0.103) (0.105) 

Neighbor effect 0.109 0.095 

 (0.282) (0.247) 
Temporal effect 0.708*** 0.594*** 

 (0.224) (0.229) 
Constant 3.677*** 2.155 

 (1.367) (1.434) 
Observations 2,962 2,956 
Log Likelihood -3,125.292 -3,035.998 
Akaike Inf. Crit. 6,288.584 6,109.995 
Note: Standard errors adjusted to clustering on PRIO GRID cell.  *p<0.1; **p<0.05; ***p<0.01 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 


